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INTRODUCTION 


ASMG is a modification to the 05/360 level (F) AssembLer. The 
proJect was undertaken at the UniversIty o"f Waterloo in the summer 01 
19&7 in the hope of attainin" five basic aims. 

A) 	 To extensively reduce the time taken for an assembly. 

B ) 	 To provide a batch-processor for student and other sNall 
8ssemb li es. 

C) 	 To produce a change in the "format of the cross reference 
dictionary by aenerating the same information as before but 
in many fewer pages. 

D) 	 To allow suppression o"f the external reference dictionary 
and the relocation dictionary. 

E ) 	 To allow the selection of optional instruction sets to be 
recognized by the assembler. 

These basic alms have been successfully completed. 

In addition, ASMG has since been modified to permit it to 
assemble lar&er progra.s than Assembler (F) can by allowing the 
unsubsetted dictionary area to be greater than 64K. 

Concatenation 01 unlike datasets or datasets on unlike devices is 
supported for SYSIN and the optional SYSUP. 

No restrictions have been made to the asselllbler language and the 
input to ASMG may be -the same as for Assemb leI" (.F). Several language 
extensions have been added to Asse.bler (G), but all under control of 
an EXTBN option. Thus strlct conformity with the language rules o"f 
Assembler (F) .ay be maintained If desired. See the section on the 
EXTEN option. 

Since most of the dl£ferences between ASNG and Asse.bter (F) are 
lnternal we will at~empt hereIn only to describe those fUnctions 
normally discussed in a pro~rallllller's guide. Unless speci1'lcally 
stated, AS:"G does not dl:1'fer 1'rom the OS/360 level (P) Assembler as 
described in the [8M Assembler (F) Programmer's Guide. * A working 
knowledge of ~hls manual is assumed. This doc~entatlon corresponds 
to V2L7a of ASMG, which is roughly equivalent to Release 21.R 01' 
Assemb leI" (F). 

* 	 IBM System /J60 Operating Sys·telll Asseabler (P) Programmer's Guide 
forM C26-3756. 
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ASSEMBLER OPTIONS 


The pro~rammer may specify the following asse.bler options in the 
PARM= field of the EXEC Job control card. The syntax rules ~overnina 
the field are ~lven in the OS/360 Job Control Language manual. 

The assembler options specified in the OS level (P) Assembler 
proflra..lIler's "ulde are still perlllitted and have the sa.e (or similar) 
functions as be~ore. The only di~ferences are that LOAD,NODECIC Is the 
detault instead of DECK:,NOLOAD, and that the parameter XREF causes a 
compressed :tormat XREF to be printed. The Asseftlbler (F) XREF !Ray be 
requested via the parameter FULLXREP. 

The entries may appear in any order and if any are missing a 
standard de~ault will be assumed. Blanks and/or co...as are accepted 
as parameter deliml ters and keyword operands may be de limi ted on the 
teft with equal sians or may be surrounded by parentheses. 

Upper case letters indicate the .1ni.u.. length required to 
uniquely identl~y the parameter. Any alternate form of the parameter 
is enclosed in parentheses :tollowing the preferred forlll. When an 
option is underlined, this indicates that it is the default choice for 
this option. 

When a nu..erlc quan"tity is specified (for exaIDple in EXTIWE= 
parameter) the follow ina rules hold -- leading zeros are permitted, 
,.aximu. number of digits is 7, and the number may be followed by the 
letter Ie, in which case the multlpllcitive factor 1024 is applied to 
the number. 

A.L&n (AL [gn ) The assembler flags all alignment errors that it 
detects. 

NOALgn (NOALlgn) The assembler only flags alignment errors that 
lnvo lve the fetc hi ng of ani ns t r uc t ion ( E. G. 
branches or LPSW). 

After processing 	 one deck, the assembler returns 
to the system. 

Hatch (MULt) 	 The asse.bler assumes there are many decks in 
SYSIN to be processed, each delimited by an 'END' 
card. See the section on the BATCH option. 

CAL i gn= This parameter may be used to set the column In 
which the comment "field of generated statements is 
to appear. An arithmetic value from 0 to 255 Is 
valid with the default value o~ 0 meanlnM the 
co••ent field is to appear starting in the column 
the original comment sta.rted. [f: the desi red 
column is occupied by some other field, the 
comment will start one blank a~ter the end or the 
operand field. The first line 01 a continued 
statement is considered as columns 1 to 71, the 
second line as 72 to 127 startin~ in column 16 and 
so on. 
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CMS 	 I~ ASMG is running on a eMS machine this option is 
de~ault. If speci~ied on a non-CMS machine the 
e~fect is to disable the incore macro table 
constructIon ~nd lookup which will increase macro 
edit tiMe and available core at the expense of 
performance. 

COlumn= 	 Spec Ifies the number of vertica 1 columns in which 
the RLD, UMAP and FULLXREF or XRHF listings are to 
appear. 

COL=O UMAP In tt XREF in 1 , RLD in J. 
COL=1 UMAP in 1, XREF in 1 , RLD in 1. This Is the de1"ault. 
COL=2 UMAP In 2, XREF In 2, RLD In 2. 
COL=3 UMAP in 2, XREF in 2, RLD in 1. 

Deck (PUNch) The object module Is placed on the device 
spec.ified in the SYSPUNCH DD statement. 

liODes:1s (NOI'UNch) No obJect deck is punched. A SYSPUNCH DO card is 
not requIred. 

~!1 The external symbol dictionary Is not printed. 
ESd The external symbol dictionary is printed on 

SYSPRINT. 

NOEXEC'Ite The assellbler does not attempt to load and execute 
the object .odule. 

EXECute The asse.bler attempts to load and execute the 
object module. See section on the EXECUTE option. 

Certain extensions to the asee.bler language 
supported by Aseelabler (F) are allowed. See the 
section on the EXTEN option. 

NOEXten 	 Strict language compatabillty with the OS (P) 
Assembler is observed. To disable the extended 
branch conditional register instructions and 
PUSH/POP you should also specify INSTSET=O. 

EXTlme= 	 Execution time allowed each Job executed under the 
EXECUTE option. The value may ..ange 1'ro81 1 second 
to 9999 seconds. The default is EXTINE=5. The 
EXTIKE= option 1s only meaning1ul i~ EXECUTE is 
also speci~ied. 
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IHSTset= (ISet=) 	 The instruction set which the assembler recognizes 
is set by this parameter. See appendix B for the 
total OP-CODE table. The default is INSTSET=l, an 
alIas ~or IS=70. 

[8=0 Instruction set compatible with OS Assembler (F). 
18=9 Instruction set compatihle with DOS Assembler (F). 
IS=20 Same as 18=60 except all non model 20 instructions 

re.oved and the model 20 only instructions added. 
IS=44 Same as IS=20 except oriented toward the model 44~ 

IS=60 Sallie as OS Assembler (F) except that the extended 
branch conditional register mneaonics are added 
and all 370 instructions are removed. 

IS=67 Same as IS=20 except oriented toward the model 67. 
IS=70 Sallie as OS Assembler (F) except that the extended 

branch condition register mnemonics are added. 
IS=71 Same as 18=70 with VM/cp instructions added. 

LINECNt=nn (LINEcount=) This parameter specifies the number of 
lInes to be printed between headings in the 
listing. The limits are rrom 0 to 254 lines per 
page. Note that 0 lines .lIIeans an infinite number 
of lines per page except when EJECT or its 
equivalent is encountered. The default is 
L I HBCHT= 55 • 

kia! A source listing of the programmer's macros, 
source cards and copied cards are printed on 
SYSPRINT (under control of PRINT statements). 

NOLlst No source listing is printed. The SYSPRINT DD 
card is still required unless the TERM option is 
specIfied and a SYSTER.M DD card is provided. 

PULLList (FList) As well as the usual lIsting produced by the LIST 
option, a lIsting is given of all the library 
macros used by the program. This listing follows 
the normal listing. An internally generated TITLE 
statement preceeds each macro. 

1&ti (OBJect) 	 An obJect module is written on the data set 
specl~led by SYSLIN. If SYSLIN is not present but 
SYSGO is, then SYSGO wil t be used instead. 

NOLOad ( ~'OOBJec t ) 	 No obJect module is wrl tt en on the data set 
spec ified by SYSLIN. A SYSLIN card Is not 
required. 

A literal cross-re£erence Is printed. The format 
o£ this output is described in the section titled 
'Assembler Output'. 

NOLRe£ 	 No literal cross-re£erence is printed. 
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LSetc= 	 This parameter may be used to set the de~ault 

length of a SETC variable, GHLCsand LCLCs, to a 
value other than 8. The value may ran~e from 1 to 
255 bytes. Space for SETC variablel'l is tlllocated 
in a static fashion so a valup Ipss than 8 will 
savp core in the conditional assembly but a value 
greater than ~ will require extra core. 

1£ NOBXTEN is on then 8 .11t always be used. 

The line number ~Ield (columns 73-80) is written 
on SYSTERM ~or statements ~or which dia£nostic 
In10r.atlon Is given. This option is considered 
only in connection with TERN. 

NONu.ber 	 No lIne number field (columns 73-80) Is written on 
SYSTBIUt 101' statements for which diagnostic 
information .is givene 

The assembler does not attempt to be compatible 
wIth the DOS (P) ~ssembler. 

DOS 	 Q and L type constants will be flagged as errors 
and the RLD will not be sorted. For complete 
co..patabllity with the J)OS (F) Assembler you 
shou ld a lao spec i fy NOEXTEN and INSTSET=9. DOS 
may be used together .ith any other options. 

pRln tel' (PRT) 	 The .Asse.bler (G) heading page and the trailing 
diagnostics will be listed on SYSPRINT. All other 
listing segments operate under their own parameter 
control. 

NOPRinter (NOPRT) 	The SYSPR(NT data set is not opened. ALL listings 
and dla8nostlcs are lost. The TERM option must 
also be specifIed and a SYSTERM DD card provided. 

Rent The assembler checks for a possible codin~ 

violatIon of programme reenterability. 
NORenl No progra••e reenterability checking is donee 

NQRLd The relocation dictionary is not printed. 

RLd The relocation dictionary is printed on SYSPRINT. 


SPace= The SPACE parameter specifies how much main 
storage the assembler should attempt to use ~or 
I/O buffers (excluding QSAM, (SYSIN, SYSPRIN'T, 
SYSLIN, SYSPUNCH, SYSTERM and SYSUP buffers), 
tables (macro directory, macro generation 
dictionaries, assembly symbol table, and XREF and 
RLD tables) and the execution tIme load area (11 
EXECUTE option specified». The space par~meter 
does not include the ~ollowing -- The assembler 
itself (about 30K), the ~ccess ~ethods (2K-5K 
depending on number resident in the system), the 
QSAN. buffers (s Ize dependent on user datasets), 
the Instruction set module (about 2K, only If CMS, 
KFT, PCP or VS 1, 4K .for MVT or VS2). The SPACE 
parameter may be coded in three different ways - 
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SPace=NNN 	 NNN is a number representing the amount of storage 
the assembler i5 to use. ~inimum is 12736 bytes. 
For example SPACE=200K. 

SPace=l.tAX 	 This tells the assembler to use all available 
storage. Use of this form 01 the space parameter 
Is not recommended. 

SPace=MAX-NNN NNN is the number of bytes of storaMe the 
asseabler leaves rree for OS. This storaKe Is 
also available "for use by the executed program (if 
EXECUTE Is speci"iied) or "for extra SYSIN or SYSUP 
bulfers i"f unlike datasets are concatenated on 
SYSIN 0.1' SYSUP. For example SPACE=M'AX-20000. 

The default is -- SPACE=MAX-2K For MFT, PCP or VS1. 
SPACB=MAX-4K For CMS, MVT or VS2. 

The state.ent ntlmber is written on SYSTERN for 
statements for which d lagnos t ic information is 
given. This option is considered only in 
connection with TERM. 

NOSTmt 	 No statement number is written on SYSTERN for 
state.ents for which diagnostic Information Is 

SYsparm= This is one of the EXTEN options. It specifies 
the character string value or the System Variable 
Symbol &SYSPARN. It the SYSPARY= option is not 
coded then 8SYSPARY wIll default to a null 
character strin.. If EXTEN 1. not on then 
SSYSPARII .ay not be referenced, &.nd any SYSPAR1I= 
paraaeter on the EXEC card wIll be lanored. 

Co_as are not allowed unless parentheses or 
quotes surround the entire SYSPARM value. Two 
quotes and two ampersands are needed to represent 
one. 

e.g., PARM=( LOAD,' SYSPARM=( f;f;AB,( • 'gf;XY»' ) 

returns 


(f;AB,( 'f;Xr) to f;SYSPARM. 


The assembler writes dia@nostic in~or.ation on the 
SYSTERM data set. Options NUM and STMT are 
meaningful onty l~ TERM is specified. 
No diagnostic information is written out on the 
SYSTERK data 	set. 

TEStran 	 The ObJect ftlodule contains the special source 
syMboL table required by the test translator 
(TESTRAN ) routine and the TSO TBST processor. 
No testran sYlIlbot table Is produced. 

A Using Map of all registers in USING and DROP and 
POP USING statements is printed. 

NOUMap No USING Map is printed. 
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UPCo.nd= 	 An arithmetic value from 1 to 20. The de1ault is 
12. Update diagnostics ASMG320 and ~ollowing have 
been a.slaned an internal severity code. 11 the 
internal code exceeds UPCOND, the assembly or 
ass••blle. it BATCH will be terminated at the 
start of .acro expansion with an ASMGI15. 

UPDate 	 An update deck (SYSUP) and an old master data set 
(SYSIH) are read simultaneously. The assembly 
will be done on the resulting (non-existant) ne. 
master. The SYSUP data set may contain ./ DELETB, 
./ NUMBER, ./ ENDUP and./ * (Comment) control 
cards in addl t Ion to sequenced Update cards. 
Other control cards are i~nored. 

liOUiDat. 	 The SYSIN dat~ set only is assembled. 

~PLIst 	 Chanaes from SYSUP are listed in the Update Loa on 
SYSPRINT be10rc the source listina. 

NOUPLlst No changes from SYSUP are lIsted on SYSPRINT. 
PULLUPLlat (PUpllst) The non-existent new master ~rom SYSUP and 

SYSIN is listed on SYSPRINT. 

UTbuff'= (UBuf:f=) The number of utilities whicb the assembler 
atte.pts to but fer in core. For most proarammes 
UB=3 Is best. Por extremely large progra.mes UB=1 
.hould be used. The cutoff point between 
extremely large and other proMrammes depends on 
the ....ory size. UB=O should only be used .hen 
memory Is exceeded during asseMbly. The de~ault 
is UTBUFP=3. 

UTBUFF=O No uti lity is buf.fered in core. 
UTBUFF=l SYSUTl is bu.ff'ered in core. 
UTBUFF=2 STSUTI and SY~UT2 are buffered in core. 
UTBUFF=3 SYSUTl, SYSUT2 and SYSUT3 are bu~f'ered in core. 

FULLXre:f (FXre:f) 	 The asse.bler produces a cross-reference table 01' 
sy.bols as part 01 the listing. 
A condensed cross-re:ference table 01' the symbols 
used in the programme is printed on SYSPRINT. 
This :tormat is described in the section titled 
'Asse_bler Output'. 

NOXre1' No sy_bol cross-reference table is produced. 
Note -- Any 01' the three XREF parms may be used as a 

keyword with FULL or SHORT as the operand. 
XREF=SHORT removes a It entrIes :from the s),mho t 
cross-re:ference table that are de:flned but never 
re:ferenced. XREF=FULL produces a cross reference 
tabl eof all symhoIs used in the assembly. FULL 
is the de1ault and is implied if' no operand is 
present for one of the XREF parms. 

YFta" Diagnostic message ASMG046 and its severity may 
appear in the listinge 

NOYPlag Diagnostic message ASMG046 and its seVerity is 
always suppressed. 
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Th~ foltowln~ i8 an exa.ple of Rpeclfyin" ~s8e.hler optJons -

II EXEC POM=ASMO,PARM=' LOAD,UH=2,NOES' 

Should two para.meters reference the ",arne function, the last 
mentioned is used, except for SPACE= which jq unpredictablp. A null 
parameter will be bypassed without causln~ an error. 

If no options are specified the PARN FIELD wIll be assumed as 

PARM='ALGN, NOBATCH, CALIGN=O, COLUMN=l, NOD~CK, NOBSD, HOBXECUTF, 
EXTEN, EXTIVE=S, INSTSHT=l, LINECNT=55, LIST, LOAD, LREP, 
LSETC=8, NUM, OS, PRINT, NORENT, NORLD, SPACE=MAX-4K, STMT, 
SYSPARM=, NOTERM, NOTEST, UMAP, UPCOND=12, NOUPDATE, UPLIST, 
UTBUFF=3, XREF, YFLAO. 

The space option will be VAX-2K if the system is MFT, PCP or VSl. 
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DATA SBTS REQUIRED 


DD carda must be prp~pnt ~or SYSIN and the three utility 
datasets. All other DD cards are optional, bein" controlled by 
parameters with the exception of SYSLIH. The absence ot any nece~aary 
DD card .iLl be detected dnd an error messaKe typed for SYSPRINT, 
unless SYSTERM is open, and printed for all others. Datasets required 
are compatible with Asse_bLer (P) except that SYSLIM is the preferred 
ddnaae 1'0.1" the obJec t output dataset (SYSGO is accepted If it is used 
instead o~ SYSLIN). Also, the delault BLKSIZE 1'01" SYSLIN and BUFNO 
tal" SY SPUMeH and S YSLIN are difJ'eren t. 

SYSlN Blocksize must be a muLtiple of' RO and is defaulted 
at 80. LRBCL 1s ~lxed at 80 and BU~NO default is 2. 
SYSIN may be concatenated and the datasets need not 
have like attributes nor reside on lIke devices. 
However, it' any subsequent concatenation requires 
lar@er buffers than the first, then 
PARM='SPACE=MAX-IOK' should be coded on the EXEC card 
to ensure that enough storage will be avaIlable ~or the 
buJ'fers, or the first concatenation should specify 
DCB=BLKSIZE=lar@est. 

It the first load oj' the Asse.bler Is PGM=ASNGWYL, then 
the SYSIN file may be a WYLBUR EdIt .toraat 1'ile _ith a 
'u' REeFK. 

SYSLIB Needed only if system macros or copy code used by the 
assembler source. Blockslze must be a mult Ipte of ~O 
and is det'au 1 ted a. t 80. If da tasets with di t:fe ren t 
blocksizes are concatenated on SYSLIB, then the DD card 
with the larjiest btocksize should be first, or the 
first DD card should speciJ'y DCB=BLKS[ZE=largest on it. 
Other than different blocksizes, datasets concatenated 
on SYSLIB must have like characterIstics and reside on 
like devices. 

I.f the .fi rst load 0 f the Assemb 1e r is PGt.l=ASMGWYL, then 
the SYSLIS file may include concatenations of ~YLBUR 
Edit 10rmat fIles with 'U' RECFM. 

SYSPRINT Blocksize must be a multiple 01' 121 or 13,1 and is 
de1aulted at 121. BUFNO default is 2. The SYSPWINT DD 
card is not requIred If' NOLIST,TERlIl options are 
specified and a SYSTERM DD card is present. 

SYSPUNCH Needed only it' DECK Is specified. Blocksize must be 
a .ultiple of' 80 and is defaulted at 80. BUFNO 
de l' au 1tIs 3. 

SYSLIN/SYSGO Not needed if NOLOAD is specIfied. Blocksize must 
be a multiple of 80 and is defaulted at 3200. BUFNO 
de .f au 1tIs 2. 
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SYSUT1,2,J Hlocksize is accepted £rom a DD card and must be 1608 
or Larger. I~ the blocksize is not spec'.Ied on the DD 
card then the assembler sets the blocksize as follows 

If SPACE<48K then UT1=UT2=UT3=1608, otherwise 
UTl=1608+(SPACE-48K)/I&, UT2=UT3=(SPACE-48K)/R. The~e 

values are then rounded down to a double word ~ultipte 
o~ a blocksize that wIll ~it on one track with mInimum 
was~age or 1608, whIchever is ~reater. Hlocksize 
values, If any, present In the dataset label are 
ignored. 

In general, it Is recommended that ~he user not specify 
a BL~SIZE on~he utility DD cards, thus permitting the 
asseabler to chose a suitable va lue. However, by 
speci~yln& the minimum value it may be possible to 
permit a tar&e assembly to run in tess core, or by 
speci1yine a large value it may be possible to improve 
per'fo r.ance somewhat. 

SYSUTI must be on a direct access device. SYSUT2 and 
SYSUTJ may be on a di rec t access dev ice, but if the 
utility is not buf'fered (UB<3 for SYSUTJ or UB<2 for 
SYSUT2) then the uti lity may be on tape. None o£ the 
three utilities may be concatenated. 

SYSTERJI Needed only 11 the TERM option is specified. Blksize 
must be a multiple of 121 or 133 and is defaulted at 
121. BUFNO default is 2. 

SYSUP Needed only If the UPDATE option is specified. 
Blksize must be a multiple of 80 and is defaulted at 
80. BUFNO default is 2. SYSUP may be concatenated. 
See SYSIN .or the rules. 

I. the first load of the Assembler is PGM=ASNGWYL, then 
the SYSUP 'ile may be a WYLBUR Edit format file like 
SYSIN. 
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BAT c.a OPT I UN 

If the option BATCH is specified (without EXBCUTE), the assembler 
will accept multiple source decks in the SYSIN dataset. The decks 
are only delimited by the END card of the precedinM deck, and the end 
o~ the batch is signaled by end-ot-file on SYSIN". The listIng o~ each 
source deck is preceded by the usual header page and the object decks 
appear one after another on SYSPUN"CH and SYSLIN. Missing or erroneous 
DD cards are only flagged on the listing of the first source deck. 

A Batch Su••ary wiLL terminate the SYSPRINT listing. This 
summary wIll number the assemblies sequentially fro. one, list the 
naae field from the lirst TITLE card of each assembly, how many errors 
were detected in each assembly and what the highest severity code was 
for each asse.bly. The number of errors in the batch and the highest 
severity code for the batch Is listed last. The condition code 
retu.rned to the inVoking progra.me (usually OS) is the highest code 
encountered in any of the assemblies in the batch. 

When the batch option is used the asse.bler requires about j'JX 

more storage than without the batch option. 

Note that ..tILT is a synonym for BATCH and NOMULT is a synonym ~or 
NOBATCH. 
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EXECUTE OPTION 

When the EXECUTE option Is specified the ohJect module is _ritten 
out on SYSUT2. 1 t is then reillt in by (lh(u:i~ P.EX (It ASM(; and loaderl 
into core. FBX prints a load ..ap showinll the actulI.l location each 
eSBCT is loaded into. FEX then ~xecutes ft SP[E to get contru~ 01 
proara.mlng interrupts, and 8 STI~ER to pet control back if the 
prograM.e exceeds its allotted execution time, possibly because of an 
infinIte loop. Finally it points ~13 at a new save area, and points 
Rl at LIST1 in ASM and does a llALR R14,R15 to the pronramme's entry 
poInt. 11 an interrupt trom the SPIE or STIME.R occurs, FEX If;ives a 
meMory dUMp of the users core. Any prevIous SPIE wiLL be retained and 
reinetated by PBX. 

The tiMe used in the STI~ER macro is the time specified by the 
EXTIME= option in the PARK FIELD. 

The user is allowed to do I/O provided he suppLies his own DD 
cards and does his own OPEN'S, or he may use the assembler's DO cards 
subject to the -rollowing restrictions. Since the assembler's <iatasets 
are still open, the asse.bler's l>CUs must be used in order to do I/O 
on the aseembler's DO cards. 

If the user wishes to use the assembler's datasets he can lind 
the addresses o£ the DCB'S throu~h register 1. However, he should not 
do I/O on any utility which is but£ered (I.E. if UTBUFF=2, then SYSUTI 
and SYSUT2 should not be used). The DCB addresses are 4 bytes pach 
and are In the order given in the section 'Invocation 0" ASWG.l 
Register 1 points at the first one (example address of SYSPRINT Del:! Is 
at (Rl )+20). The dAta set RECFMs and LRECLs are the same as described 
in the AsseMbler (F) Programmer's Guide with the following exceptions. 
SYSPRINT and SYSTERN have a default LRECL 01 121 but 133 may be 
specified as an alternative. All non-utility output data sets should 
be written wIth PUT MOVE conventIons. All non-utiLIty input datasets 
should be read with GET MOVE conventions. SYSPRINT should be written 
with ASA carria&e control characters. 

If SYS.lN is used and HOF is read, a message is printed and 
eIecuticn is ter.inated. The user may alter the SYSIN DCB'S EOOAO 
entry if he wishes. 

The amount free ~torage available to the user's program0" 
depends on the SPACE option. 

If SPACE=KAX was specified there Is no free storage. 
11' SPACE=nnn was specified then the available storage is the 

probleM program partition or region size minus nnn mInus the assembler 
code .inus SOMe .iscellaneous other thIngs. 

1£ SPACB=MAX-nnn was specified then nnn bytes ot free storage 
should be available. 

See e.xplanatlon of the SPACE parameter. 

Since FEX is a simple one-pass loader the following things are 
no t suppor ted BXTRN st at emen ts, V- type address cons tan ts, and 
pseudo-register vectors. Multiple CSECT'S and COM is supported. 
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BATCH AND BXECUTE OPTION 


If both BATCH and EXECUTE are specified, then each Rourc~ deck 
.ust be preceded by a card which contains $JOB in columns one to tour, 
and a blank in colUlin five. This card is printed on the headinQ page. 
Each programme is executed immediately after its assembly. The $JOB 
card appears as an end-of-fi le to the assembler and to the user's 
proaraDlJRe if be uses SYSIN. Real end-of-file stilt signats the end 01 
the batch. 

In this case no Batch Summary will term inate the SYSPh'INT 
listing. 

UPDATE OPTION 

If the Assembler (G) Updu.te facility is specified by 
PARM:UPDATE, then a SYSUP DO card is necessary. The update deck must 
contain sequence nu.bered update cards. Any.1 control cards other 
than DELETE, NUMBER, ENDUP or '*' are ignored. The SYSIN deck must 
also be correc~ly sequenced. 

For compatibilIty with IEBUPDAT the 'DELET' function and its operands 
are equivalent to 'DELETE' and 'CHNGE' is equivalen~ to 'CHANGE'. As 
extensions a '.1 *' function is recognized as a Co••ent and SEQ2 may 
be omItted taking SEQt as its detault value. 

A.I ENDUP card si~nals end-ot-tlle on the SYSUP data set. 11 
more records do exist then an UNPROCESSED SYSUP RECORDS error 
(ASNG340) will be produced. A real end-ot-file on SYSUP also 
terminates SYSUP processing. 

An update log will preceed the assembly depending on the UPLIST 
parm specified. 11 EXECUTE is speci~ied and the user reads on SYSIN. 
then the update log may get printed among the user's output. BATCH 
will work properly 11 the sequence numbers between decks are strictly 
inc reasl nil. 

The UPCOND: keyword para.eter se1s a condition code that the 
UPDATE option tests. If the UPCOND= value is exceeded the assembly 
aborts at the start o.f ntacro expansion with an ASMG115 diagnostic. 
UPDATE severi~y codes have been a~signed to ASNG320 and foltowing with 
the following meanln@s - 

o Just a comment 
4 an interesting comment 
8 unsupported function 

12 possible error. maybe all ok 
16 probable user error 

Severity 8 and higher are listed on SYSTERN If TERM. 

Using the UPDATE ~acllity will increase tbe region required ~or 
ASMG by 4K plus the size o~ the SYSUP but~ers. 
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BXTEN OPTION 


The EXTEN option permIts sever~l extensions to the ldn~us~e SR 

supported by the OS Assembler (F). It compstdbllity with Assembler 
(F) is desired, these extensions may be disabled by specifying 
PAHW=NOEXTEN on the EXEC card. The tollo.ln~ i~ a description of esch 
of the extensions. 

1) 	 PRINT statements are permitted in macros. This csn be used 
to write Macros such that the outer macros wilt assemble 
under PRINT GEN, while the inner macros are under PRINT 
HOGEN. 8y having one or more GBLC'S as the operands of the 
PRINT state.ents, central control could be maintained over 
the PRJNT statements In the macros. 

2) 	 The attributes ot tabels defined in an outer macro and 
passed to an inner macro ss a parsmeter are svailabte, 
subjec t to the usual restrictions on the statements that the 
labels are on. This differs from Assembler (P), whiCh only 
keeps the attributes of labels defined outside of macros. 

J ) 	 The system variable symbols 8SYSNDX and SSYSECT may be used 
in open code as well as in macro definitions. Four 
additional syste. varisble symbols are svailsble tor 
reference wIthin .acros snd open code. These sre - 

8SYSDATE 	 This symbol contsins the date of the assembly. 
It consists of six or seven characters in the 
fo lL09 ing format YY1iONDD or YYMOND. For 
example, 8X SEre 'S8SYSDATE' could return 
'S70JAN1S' or 'S70PEB3'. 

8SYSTIME This symbol contains the time of: the sssembly. 
It 1s in the format HH:M~:SS. 6SYSTINE 
re_sins constsnt for the Whole sssembly, but 
wi lt change .for each deck in a batch assembly. 
As an examr)le 8Y SETC 'SSYSTIME' could return 
'16:34:19' • 

6SYSSTYP 	 This symbol contains the type of section the 
macro was invoked in. Its contents ~ill be one 
of 'eSECY', 'DSECTt or 'COW'. It remains 
constant scross the expsnsion of one mscro. It 
can be used to restore the assembly to the 
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4) 

5) 

6) 

sec~ion it was in when the macro was invoked. 
For example - 

NACRO 

AIF C'SSYSSTYP' EQ 'DSECT').DSECT 
&SYSECT CSECT 

MRXIT 
• DSECT 	 ANOP 
&SYSECT 	 OSECT 


MEND 


SSYSPARN 	 ThIs symbol contains the character strinM 
specified by the SYSPARM= parameter in the PARN 
field. It has a default value of a null 
charac~er string (I.e. Its length is zero). 

Named common is supported C I.e. the COli statement may be 
labelled). This is use~ul when coding assembler subroutines 
~or use with FORTRAN programs. 

The maxImum leng~h of a SETC variable may be declared by the 
user on the LCLC or GB.LC statemen t. The lelltlth dec larat ion 
is spec i 11 ed by ~o 1 lowIng the variable name by a • *' and 
~he amount of storage to be a 1 located to the variable. .For 
example 

GBLC 

This declares SA to be a global SETC variable with a maxi18ulII 
len8~h of 100 bytes, ~B is an array of 256 global SETC 
variables, each having a maximum length of 1 byte (to 
save storage), and SC Is a @lobal SETC variable with a 
maxImum leng th o.f 8 bytes (de fau It ). The length may be 
declared anywhere In the range from 1 byte to 255 bytes. 
All p.rocessing of SETC expressions is done using up to 255 
by~es o~ da.a. When the assignment to the left side of a 
SETC s~a~e.en~ is done, the expression is truncated on the 
right I~ necessary to fit into ~he SETC variable. All SE'l'C 
variables have a current length, which is less than or equal 
to the declared maximum length, and which is initially zero 
null strin@). As part of this extensIon, the second 

expression of the substring notation may be as large as 255. 

The defauLt leng~h 01 8 bytes may be changed with the LSETC= 
para.eter. The explicit declaration of a maximum length 
using '*' always overrides the de~ault. 

The K' (count) operator has been extended to allow any SETC 
variable as an argUMent. This extension may be used in 
conjunction with SETC variables with a maxi.um length other 
than 8. From the example in 5) 

SN SETA 

might return a vaLue from 0 to 100 to SN. 
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The K' (count) operator also a Llows any SETA or S8TH 
variable as an arguaent. With a SETA ar~u.ent the number of 
digits in the number is returned and with a SETB argument 
the value one is always returned. 

7 ) 	 SETC variables which contain C, X, or B type seLf-de~ining 
terms may be used in SETA expressions. For ex~mple, l~ 

SCHAR contains a sin~le character, then the following 
gtatements could be used to determine its EBCDIC value - 

SCSDT SBTC 'C' 'SCHAR'" 
f;VALUE SBTA SCSDT 

8 ) 	 Code copied by COPY may contain NACRO, MEND or COpy 
statements. Thus, library macros may be copied in by COPY 
at the start at an assembly and be treated as programmer 
macros. COpy code within COpy code is valid up to rive 
nesting levels. 

9) 	 Extended DROP is supported. A DROP instruction with no 
operand or the null operand drops all resisters currently in 
use. 

10 ) 	 Extended EQU's are supported. The second operand is the 
length of the syabol from 0 to 65535. If it is to be 
referenced at macro expansion time it must be a sell 
defining term, i.e. decimal, ii, C or X. The third opprand 
is the type of the symbol that may be re~erenced by the T' 
operator. This th.i.rd type operand must be a self-defining 
term in the range 0 to 255. 

11) 	 Labelled CNOP, labelled ORO and unlabelled DSECT are valid. 

12 ) 	 Comments may be generated. A Menerated operand may contain 
a blank character. Ihe character string following the blank 
is treated as a co..ent. 

13 ) 	 Assembly phase, but not yet Conditional Assembly phase, 
arl~hmetlc expressions may contain unary operators + and -, 
up to 11 levels of parenthesis instead o~ 5 and up to 25 
terms instead of 16. 

14 ) Eight character TITLE labels are valid. These are truncated 
to four 'for columns 73-76 of the object deck but elsewhere 
are maintained as eight. 

15 ) 	 Only one TITLE statement in an assembly may have a label but 
the label does not have to occur on the first TITLE 
sta temen t. 

16 ) 	 Expressions are allowed in the DuplIcation and Length 
'factors of a literal. 

17 ) 	 The Current Location Counter sy.bol '*' i s a II owed in 
DupLication and Length factor calcula.tions for DCs, DSs and 
literals. 
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18 ) 	 Support ~or :four byte self-rlefining te rms in the Assembly 
Phases. 

19 ) 	 Allow the dl.enslon or a SETx variable to be up to 9999. 

20 ) 	 'END' state.ent is allowed in COPY code not within a Macro. 
Any state.ents :following the 'EN.O' in the COPY me.ber a.re 
treated as source comments. In 'BATCH' mode the next 
assembly will start with the first SYSIN state.ent following 
the ·COPY'. 

21 ) 	 An MNOTE with only a quited string for an operand is treated 
as a com.ent when printing. 

22 ) 	 The Post tlonal and Keyword pa rame tel's may be l.n term i xed in 
the Macro Prototype and Macro Instruction state.ents. 

23 ) 	 LCLx, GBLx and ACTR statements can appear anywhere before 
the variable's use in Open code or within a Macro 
def ini tion. 
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ASSEMBLER 	 OUTPUT 


Unless otherwise speci~ied the assemhler output is identical with 
that discussed in the Asse.hler (P) Programmer's Guide. Within an 
assembly, pa~e nURlberina Is consecutive fronl one. 

ASSEIIBL.ER 	 HEAD.ER PAGE 

Before the pr lnt I ng a f the e.xterna 1 reference dic t ionary (which 
Is now optIonal and not printed unless requested by an ESD parameter 
in the EXEC Job control card), several lines of in~ormatlon are 
printed out In double spaced 10rmat. The ~irst line contains seven 
keywords. 

LEVEL=G 	 This specifies the level of the asseabler. 

RELEASE: 	 The current release date in the form date month year with no 
separating blanks. 

SYSTEM= 	 The type of OS that ASMG is running under eMS, WFT, IIlVT, 
PCP, VSl or VS2 plus the Release number of this version. 

MOD6L= 	 The two or three di"It model number of the machine. 

TIME= 	 Tbe tiae of day when this assembly was done. This is in the 
for. HOUR :MINUTE:SBCOND and is in the standa.rd 24 hour 
universal clock ~o ...at. 
I.E. 00:11:00 would be 11 minutes after .idnight whereas 

13:11:00 would be 1:11 PM. 

DAY= 	 The name o~ the daye 

DATE= 	 The date, .month and year separated by blanks. 

The second line lists the OVERRIDING PARM specified on the EXEC 
card only if any was present. 11 the parm field contains an error an 
asterisk is placed under the start of the error. The rest of the the 
par. field atter the error is ignored. 

Then ASMG prints a lIst of the assembler options used to run 
this current Job. These options are those specl~ied on the EXEC Job 
control card and/or the default options assumed. 
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UPDATE LOG 


This section of the assembly listing logs errors and information 
about the UPDATE option. If the NOUPLIST option is specified then 
only errors and the associated card is listed. These update errors 
are also listed on SYSTERM if TERM is specified. The UPLIST option 
causes update action aessages to be listed including deletions, 
Insertions and replacements. FULLUPLIST lists the UPLISY records plus 
all those records passed to the assembler from SYSIN without change. 

SOU RCB L 1ST I NG 

The date 	is printed in the form - 
DATE MONTH YEAR separated by blanks. 

Argument 	values ofEQU, ORG and USING appear in the ADDR2 field. 

Under PRINT NOGEN the first location counter value will print 
beside the last line of the open code macro call, if any location 
counter is generated by the macro call. 

Both the previous location counter and the new location counter 
are printed for ORG statements. 

Non-comment MNOTEs are 11agged by having '***NNOTE***' appear to 
the left of the statement. 

The comment field of Qenerated statements starts in the same 
column as the original macro statement comment if possible, or one 
column to the right o~ a lon@ generated operand if not. See also the 
CALIGN= parameter for other aligning possibIlities. 

When a line is in error, ASMG attempts to print the line even if 
it would not normally he printed due to PRINT OFF, NOGEN, and/or 
NODATA. 
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RELOCATION DICTIONARY AND EXTERNAL SYMHOL DICTIONARY 


The RLD and ESO llstlnMs have not been changp.d exce~t that they 
arp currently not printed at all unless the parameters HLD and/or ESD 
are specl~led In the PARM: ~ield of the EXEC Job control card. Spe 
the COL= parameter ~o print the RLD 1n muLtiple columns. 

THE USING MAP 

This sectlon provides theprogram.er with in1'ormation about base 
registers used and dropped by USING, DROP and POP USING assembly 
statements. These re~erences are listed in ascending order by 
register number. 

REG ISTBR 	 A value trom 0 to 15 indicating the register. 

USI NG STliT 	 The statement number in whIch the USING or POP 
OSING statement was issued. 

DROP STMT 	 The statement number In which the DROP or POP 

USING was issued. 'END' appears In this field if 
a DROP was never lssued. 

VA.LUE 	 The address at which the base reMister was set. 

LABEL 	 Is the Lirst operand of a USING statement. If 
that operand is longer than twelve charactp.rs then 
the twelt~h character is replaced by a perIod. I~ 

the register is being used as a result of POP 
USING then '*** POP ***' appears in this field. 
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THE LITERAL CROSS-REFERENCE DICTIONARY 


This section provides the prO"r4mmer with all the intor.atlon 
about literals that the Cross-Reference dictionary does about sY_bols, 
under control o~ the LREF/NOLREF parameter. The format has been 
altered ~or ease o~ reading while allowln~ for the extreme and 
variable lengths 01 literal strings. 

The ~or_at is 01 the ~orm 


LOCATION LHNGTH DEFINITION LITERAL REFERENCES 

whe.re leading ze.ros are suppressed (exc ept in LOCAT ION) and 


LOCATION 	 Is the address at which the literal has been 
aenerated. 

LENGTH 	 Is the length attribute of the literal. This will 
be the length in bytes of the field occupIed by 
the literal location unless a replication factor 
has been used. 

DE.F INITION 	 Is the statement nu_ber of the statement where the 
literal Is generated. 

LITBRAL 	 Is the source literal strin~ defined as an 
operand. I~ the source literal string exceeds 100 
characters in length then It will be truncated on 
the ri~ht to 100 characters. 

REF BREHCHS 	 Are the statement nulllbers o.f the statements In 
which ~he literal appears as an operand. These 
are printed up to 14 re~erences per tIne. 

All literals will appear in the Literal. Cross-Re~erence in the 
HBCDIC collatins sequence of the characte.r string that defines them. 

A PRINT OPF listing control instuction or a NOLIST or NOXREF 
option on the BIEC card does not a.tfect the production of the Llteral 
Cross-Reference section o~ the listing. 
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TflE CROSS- REFEHEJlrCE 	 tlCT IONA RY 

~u.Jor changes have been made to the symbo 1 cross-reference 
dictionary. The same information is printed as before, but in a new 
.format. ALso see the COL= paru.meterfor more format possibilities. 

This new format Li.its excessive use of paper in cases whpre the 
cross-ref:e.rence dictionary is only used by the programmer 
occasionally. 

The old 10rmat can be obtained by specifying FULLXHEF In the 
PARN=fieLd of the EXEC job control card. 

The new format is output as a 'stream' of data, and is of the 
form SYMBOL LEN'GTH,VALUE,DEFINITIONREFERENCES SYMBOL LENGTH, ••• 

Where leading zeros are suppressed and 

LENGTH 	 Is the length in bytes of: the field occupiecf by 
the symbol value. 

VALUE [s the address the symbol represents or a value to 
whlch the symhol is equated. 

DEF {N[TION 	 Is the statement number of the statentent where the 
symbol is defined. 

REFERENCES 	 Are the statement numbers of statements in which 
the symbol appears as an operand. In the case of 
a duplicate symbol, the assembler fills this 
column with the message - 

*****DUPLICATE***** 

In the case of an undefined symbol 
*****UNDEFINED***** 

fills the tength,value,definition field. 

Symbols appearing in V-type address constants do not appear in 
the cross-reference listing. 

A PP"NT OFF listing control instruction or NOLIST option on 
EXEC card does not affect the production of the cross-reference 
section o~ the listing. 
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ASSEMBLER DIAGNOTICS 


ASHembler diagnotics are the same as those in the Assembler (F) 

Programmer's Guide with two major exceptions 

(1) 	 All error messages are pre~ixed with the mnemonic ASMG 
instead of lEU and 

(2) 	 Several error messages have been added to aid In debuggln@ 
BATCH/EXECUTE and UPDATE program.es, and to reflect the new 
data set and core management. 

All ASUG dia~nostlc messa@es are listed in appendix A. 

BATCH SUMMA.RY 

If the BATCH and NOBX:ECUTE options are in et:tect, a BATCH SUMMARY 
page will be printed. See the description o~ the BATCH option for 
more inlor.ation. 

OBJECT DECK 

The object deck produced by ASMG is the same as that produced by 
Assembler (P), except that ASIlfG may produce fewer TXT cards in the 
obJect module due to an improved packing algorithm. Also, the 
identi:tica.ion information placed in columns 33 to 51 o~ the END card 
is in the same fOl"lRat but contai.ns unique identities. If no second 
(DR is present its space Is occupied by the assembly date and time 
with the IDR count marked only one. 

SYSTBRN LISTING 

A ~ew changes have been made in the SYSTERM error listing. 

The (leck I.D. from a TITLE statement, the date and tIme are 
included in the ASSEMBLER (G) DONE messaae. LIne numbers, printed 
under control of the NUM option, do not have high order zeroes 
suppressed. No list of assembly opt ions Is listed on SYSTERN. 

If SYSTERM is routed to a printer with SYSPRINT, the SYSTERN 
listing wIll precede the SYSPRINT tisting under HASP. 
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INVOKI NG AS.MC 


<sn.mOL> LINK EP=ASWGASM, X 
PARAM=(OPTIONLIST<,DDNAYELlsr<,ACNETHLIST»),VL=l 

or 
<SY"'HOI.> ATTACH EP= ASMGAS .. , X 

PARAM=(OPTIONLlsr<,DDNA~ELIST<,ACNET"L(ST»),VL=l 

or 
<SYMBOL> CALL ASKGASM, X 

PARA.. =( OPTIONLIST<, DDN AMEl.IST<, ACMETHL 1ST» ), VL 

OPTIONLIST Same as set up by as ~or the PAR»= FIELD of the EXEC 
card except that there is no limit on the length of the 
PARM. 

DDNAMELIST The :first hatfword contains thp number of bytes in the 
remainder of the list. This remainder consists 01 8 byte 
~ieldsf each of which is all binary zeros or Is a name left 
Justi~led and padded with blanks. Binary zeros indicate the 
use o~ a standard na~e. Entries may be omitted for names 
beyond the last one to be altered. The order ot entries 
tollows the ACYETHLIST description. Note SYSLIN and SYSTERM 
are In the list twice ~or Asae.bler (P) compatibility. 
Assembler (G) processes the overriding DDNANES list in 
reverse order so that if SYSGO were in position It and 
SYSLIN were in position 1, STSLIN would take effect but if 
position 1 were zeros srSGO would take et~ect. 

ACMETHLIST - A list o~ four byte entries specifying a code byte ~or an 
assembler dataset and a three byte address to be used as an 
access method routine. The end of the list is indicated 
with the X'SO' bit on in the last code byte. Those data 
sets that are so overridden are not opened by ASVG, so 
actual DD declarations are not required or i~ present may be 
used by the invoker. Output exits shoutd ensure the dummy 
DCB pointed to by (Rl) has a valid LRECL to be used by 
subsequent PUT LOCATE move of data. 

I/O Con ven t ions 
DDNANE Code Byte :tor ACMETHLIST 

1 SYSLIN X'OO' QSAW PUT LOCATE 
2 SYST.ERM X,04' QSAN PUT LOCATE 
3 SYSUP X'Og' QSAN GET LOCATE 
4 SYSLIB X,Oc' ** not supported ** 
5 SYSJN x'tO' QSAM GET LOCATE 
6 SYSPIH NT X'14' QSAM PUT LOCATE 
7 SYSPUNCR X'lS' QSAM PUT LOCATE 
R STSDTl X'IC' ** not supported ** 
9 SYSUT2 x'20' ** not supported ** 

10 SYSUT3 x,24' ** not supported ** 
11 SYSLIN X' 28' QSAM PUT LOCATE 
12 SYSTE.RM X' 2C' QSAM PUT LOC.ATE 
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ASIIf.G DIAGNOST IC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE SEVE~lTY 

NUM BER CODE 

ASMGOOl DUPLICATION FACTOR ERROR. 12 

A duplica~lon factor Is not an absolute expression, or 
Is zero in a literal; * in duplication factor expression 
(vaLid if EXTEN); invalid syntax In expression. 

ASMG002 RELOCATABLt DUPLICATION FACTOR. 11 

A reloca~able expression has been used to specify the 
duplication fac~or. 

ASMG003 LENGTH ERROR. 12 

The length specifica~ion is out of permIssible range or 
specified invalidly; * in len@th eXpression (valid if 
EXTEN); invalid syntax in expression; no left
paren thes! s de li.i te r for expressi on. 

ASMG004 RELOCATABLE LENGTH. 12 

A reloca tab le expression has been used to specify 
length. 

ASMG005 S-TYPE CONSTANT IN LITERAL. 8 

S-Type address constants may not be specified in a 

literal. 

ASMG006 INVALID ORIGIN. 12 

The location counter has been reset to a value less than 
the starting address of the control section; ORG operand 
Is not a simply relocatable expression or specifies an 
address ou ts ide the cont ro l spc t ion. 

ASMG007 LOCATION COUNTER ERROR. 12 

""he location counter has exceeded 2**24-1, or passed out 
of control section in negative direction (3 byte 
arl thae t Ic ). 

ASMG008 INVALID DISPLACENENT. R 

The displace.ent in an explicit address is not an 
absolute value within the range of 0 to 4095. 

ASMG009 MISSING OPERAND. 12 

Statement requires an operand entry and none is present. 
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ASMG Dl AGNOS'r IC MESS AGES 

MESSAGE SEVERITY 
NUMBER COUI-: 

ASMGOI0 INCORRECT SPECIFICATION OF REGISTER OR MASK. 8 

One 	of the followJng - 

1. 	 The r~gister or mask field specification is not an 
absolute value within the range 0-lfi. 

2. 	 An odd register Is specified where an even register is 
required (multiply, divide, shift double instructions 
and move/compare lony.) 

3. 	 The register specified was not a floating point register 
(for floating point instructions) or it was not an 
extended precision ~loating point register (for extended 
precision floatln@ point instructions). 

ASMG011 SCALE MODIFIER ERROR. 	 8 

The scale Modifier is not an absolute expression or is 
too large; negative scale modifIer for floating point; * 
in scale .modl:fier expresslon; invalid syntax or 
illegally specified scale modifIer. 

ASMG012 RELOCAT AD LE SeA LE WODI.F IER. 	 8 

A relocatable expression has been used to speciZy the 
sca I e roo d 1 f i er • 

ASt-lGOI3 EXPONENT MODIFIER ERROR. 

The exponent is not specified as an absolute expression 
or is out of range; * in exponent modifier expression; 
Invalid syntax; illegally specified scale modifier. 

ASMG014 RELOCATABLE EXPONENT MODIFIER. 	 8 

A relocatable expression has been used to specify the 
exponent modifier. 

ASl,fGOl S INVALID LITERAL USAGE. 	 8 

A valid literal is used illegally, e.g., 1 t spec 1 tIes a 
receiving field or a register, or it is a Q-Type 
constant. 

ASlIIGO 16 INVALID NAME. 

A name entry Is Incorrectly specified, e.g., it contains 
more than 8 characters, it does not beMin with a letter, 
or has a special character imbedded. [~ the statement 
is OPSYN the name is not an ordinary symbol or is an 
ass~mbler operation mnemonic. 
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ASMG DI AGNOST IC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE SEVERITY 
NUMBBR CODE 

ASNG017 DATA ITEM TOO LARGE. 	 8 

The constant is too lar~e for the data type or for the 
explicit length; operand field for packed DC exceeds 32 
characters and :fo.r zoned DC exceeds 16 characters 
(excluding decimal points). 

ASMG018 INVALID SYMBOL. 	 8 

The symbol is specified invalidly, e.g., i1; is longer 
than 8 characters. If the statement is OPSYN the 
operand entry Is not an ordinary symbol or is an 
assembler operation mnemonic. 

ASYG019 EXTERNAL SYMBOL ERROR. 

One 	of the following - 

1. 	 A eyeol appears in the name field o.f both tI. CSECT or a 
COM and a DSECT st a t e.en t. 

2. 	 .A symbol appearing In the nallle field of a DXD 
instruction also appears in the name rield of another 
DXD instruction, in the operand :field of an EXT~N or 
WXTRN instruction, or in the name field of a CSECT, COM, 
01" DSEeT state.ent. 

J. 	 A syabol appearing in the operand field of an EXTRN or 
WXTRN instruction also appears in the operand field of 
the same or another EXTRN or W.XTRN instruction, or in 
the name field of a DID, CSSeT, COM, or OSHeT 
i nstruc t ion. 

4. 	 A symbol previously encountered in the name ~ield of a 
statement other than those mentioned above, appears in 
the opera.n d 11 etd of an EXTRN or WXTRN i nst ruc tion or In 
the na.efield of DlCD, CSECT, COY, or OSECT instruction. 

ASMG020 INVALID IMMEDIATE FIELD. 	 8 

The value of the i ••ediate operand exceeds 255, (or 9 
for SRP) or the operand is not an acceptable type. 

ASMG021 SYMBOL NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. 

An expression requiring that aLl symbols be previously 
de~ined contains at least one symbol not prevIously 
de~lned. 

ASMG022 ESD TABLE OVERFLOW. 	 12 

The co.bined number of control sections and dummy 
sections plus the nu.b er 01' un ique sytnbols in EXTRN and 
lfXTIZN statemen ts and V-type constants exceeds 255. (A 
DSEeT which appears as XD makes two entries). 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASMG02J PREVIOUSL~ DEFINED NAME. 

The symbol which appearH In th .. llallle field 
in the name 11eld of a previous ~tatement. 

has appeared 

ASMG024 UNDEPINBD SYMBOL. 

A symbol 
proaram. 

being re~erenced has not been de11ned in the 

ASMG025 RELOC.ATABILITY ERROR. 

A relocatable or complex relocatable expres~ion 

speci~ied where an absolute expression is required, 
abso~u~e expression or complex relocatable expression 
specl1ied where a relocatable expression is required, 
a relocatable term is involved in muLtiplication 
division. 

is 
an 
is 
or 
or 

'AS14G026 TOO MANY LEVELS OF PA.RENTHESES. 12 

An expression specl:fies more 
NOEXTEN, of parentheses. 

than 11 LeveLs, 5 levels it 

ASMG027 TOO MANY TERMS. 12 

Nore than 25 ·terms, 
In an expression. 

16 terms if NOEXTEN, are specified 

ASNG028 REGISTER NOT USED. 4 

A register 
currently In 

specified 
use. 

in a DROP statement is not 

ASMG029 CCW ERROR. 

Bits 37-39 of the CCW are set to non-zero. 

ASMG030 INVALID CHOP. 12 

An invalid combination 
CNOP instruction. 

of operands is specified in IS. 

AS"'G03 t UNKNOWN TYPE. 8 

Incorrect type designation is specified in 
literal. If the DOS option was specified, 
types will be flag~ed. 

IS. DC, OS, or 
then Land Q 
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ASMG DI AGNOST IC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

S.EVERITY 
CODE:; 

AS~GOJ2 OP-CODE NOT ALLOWED TO HE GENERATED. 8 

An operation code allowed only in ~ourre Rtatr~ent~ has 
been obtained through sUbstitution 1)1 a value for 0. 

variable symhol. 

ASMG033 ALIGNMENT ERROR. 4 

Referenced address is not ali«ned to the proper boundary 
for this ins~ruction, e.g., start operand not a multiple 
of 8. This messa~e Is not produced if a base or index 
register is explicitly specified in the operand. [f 

PARM=NOALGN was specified, then It i.s only produced .for 
BC, BXH, BXLE, BAL, BeT, EX:, and LPSW. 

ASMCOJ4 INVALID OP-CODE. 

Syntax error, e.g., more 
1ield, not followed by 
.. issing. 

than 
blank 

8 c haract ers in opera t i on 
on first ca.rd, op code 

ASMG035 ADDRESSABILITY EWROR. 8 

The referenced address 
a USING instruction. 

does not fall within the range 01 

ASNGOJ7 ..NOTE STATEMENT. variable 

This .indIcates that an 
gen era ted f.rom a. macro 
severity code of the KNOTE 
line in the listing. 

MNOTE state.ent 
definition. The 
state.ent will be 

has been 
text and 
found in 

ASNG038 ENTRY ERROR. 

A sy.hol in the operand o~ an ENTRY statement appears In 
aore than one ENTRY statement, it is undefined, it is 
defined in a dummy section or in blank common, or it is 
~quated to a sy.bol defined by an EXTRN or WXTRN 
statemen t. 

AS"iG039 INVALID DELIMITER. 12 

This message can be caused by any syntax error, e.g., 
mJssing delimiter, special character used which is not a 
v6lid delimiter, delimiter used illegally, operand 
missing, i.e., nothing between delimiters, unpaired 
parentheses, imbedded blank in expression. 
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ASMG D.I AGNOST IC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUJ4BBR 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASMG040 GENER.ATED RECORD TOO LONG. 12 

There are 
sta temen t. 

more than 236 characters In i:t generated 

ASMG041 UNDECLARED VARIABLE SYMBOL. 

Variable symbol Is not 
s tat e..e n t or ina .•a c ro 

declared .in 
prot 0 t y pe. 

a define SET symbol 

ASMG042 SINGLE TERM LOGICAL EXPRESSION IS NOT .' SETE SYMBOl.. ~ 

The single term logical 
as a SETB symbol. 

expression has not been declared 

ASMG043 SET SYMBOL PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. 8 

Self-explanatory. 

ASMG044 SET SYMBOL USAGE INCONSISTENT WITH DECLARATION. 

A SET SYMbol has 
subscripted, or 
unsubscripted. 

been declared as undimensioned, 
has been declared dimensioned, 

but 
but 

is 
is 

ASNG045 ILLEGAL SYM BOLIC PA I'A.1I6E TE R. H 

.An attribute 
whicb is not 

has been requested for a 
a legal sYl1lbolic parameter. 

varlable symbol 

ASM.G046 AT LEAST ONE RELOCATABLE Y TYPE CONSTANT .IN ASSEM.BLY. 4 

One or l'IIore relocatable 
relocat ion may resul t in 
length. This diagnostic 
is specified. 

Y type 
address 
cannot 

constants in assemhly; 
great er than 2 bytes in 
occur If NOYPLAG option 

ASMG047 SEQUENCE SYMBOL PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. 12 

Self-explanatory. 

ASNG048 SYMBOLIC PARAMETER PREVIOUSLY DEPINED OR SYSTEM. 
VARIABLE SYMROLDBCLARED AS SY!fBOL.lC PARAMETER. 

12 

Self-explanatory. 

ASMG049 VARIABLE SYNBOL MATCHES A PARAMETER. J2 

Self-explanatory. 
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ASM'G D.I AG NO ST IC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

ASMG050 INCONSISTENT GLOBAL DECLARATIONS. 

A @lobal SET variable Aymbol, derined 
macro derinition or defined in a macro 
the source progra_, iA inconsistent 
dimension. In ~he case of GBLC, it 
definitions which are inconsistent. 

ASVG05t MACRO DEPINITION PREVIOUSLY DEFINED. 

ShVERITY 
CODE 

In more than one 
definition and In 

in SET type or 
may be the len~th 

Prototype operation field is the same as a machine or 
asse.bler instruction or a previous prototype. This 
message Is not produced when a programmer macro matches 
a library macro. The programmer macro will be assemhled 
with no indication of the corresponding library macro. 

ASMG052 NAME FIELD CONTAINS ILLEGAL SET SYMBOL. 

SET syabo 1 in 
statement type. 

name field does not correspond to SET 

ASAtG055 INVALI D EXECUTE CARD PA RAMI::TE R( S ). 

Self-explanatory. This messa~e wilt erroneously 
t hepro@ram. r tre~erence the 1st or 2nd statement in 

Is printed whenever ASMG255 is printed. 

ASMG056 ARITHMETIC OVERFLOW. 8 

The .intermediate 
within the ran@e 

or final result of an 
of -2**31 to 2**31-1. 

expression is not 

AS~G057 SUBSCRIPT NOT WITHIN DIMENSION. 

6SYSLIST or sy_bollc para~eter subscript exceeds 
is less than one, or set symbol subscript 
dimension speci~ied in LCL or GEL statement. 

200, or 
exceeds 

AS~G058 RE-ENTRANCY VIOLAT ION. 4 

This instruction has been t'tagged because, when 
executed, 1~ may store data into a control section or a 
co...on area. This message is generated only when 
requested viaPARM=RENT and merely indicates a possible 
re-entrant error. 

ASMG059 UNDEFINED SEQUENCE SYMROL. 12 

Sel1-explanatory. 
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ASMG DJ AG NOST IC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASMG060 ILLEGAL ATTRIBUTE NOTATION. 

LI, S', or I' 
attribute does 
requested. 

requested for a parameter whose type 
not allow these attributes to be 

ASMG061 ACTR COUNTBR EXCEEDED. 12 

Cond.1tlonal asseably loop counter exceeded; conditional 
ass ••bly terminated. ASMG divides the ACTR by 2 each 
time an error is detected during Macro expansion. 

ASJlG062 GENERATED STR INO GREATER THAN 255 CHARACTERS. 8 

Self-explanatory. 

ASMG063 EXPRESSION 1 (IF SUBSTRING IS ZERO 01< MINUS. 

Self-explanatory. 

ASMG064 EXPRESSION 2 OF SUBSTRING IS ZE~O OR MINUS. 8 

Se 1 'f-exp La na tory. 

ASMG065 INVALID OR ILLEGAL TERM IN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION. 

The value of a SETC symbol used in the arithmetic 
expression Is not composed of decimal digits, or the 
paraaeter Is not a sel~-definlng term. If PARN=EXTEN, 
then the value of a SETC symbol user( in an ari-thmetic 
expression was not a properly formed self-defining term. 

ASMG066 UNDEFINED OR DUPLICATE KEYWORD OPERAND. 12 

The same keyword operand occurs more than once in the 
macro instruction; a keyword is not de~ined in a 
prototype stateaent; in a mixed !Rode lIIAcro instruction, 
more positional operands are speci'fied than are 
~pecified in the prototype. 

ASMG061 EXPRESSION 1 OP SUBSTRING GREATER 
CHARACTER EXPRESSION. 

THAN LENGTH OF 

Self-Explanatory. 

ASMG068 ILLEGAL LENGTH SPEC IF IC.AT ION IN GBL OR LCL STATEMENT. H 

The lenBth specl~ied 
other than 1 to 255. 

in a GBLC or LCLC statement is 
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ASNG DIAGNOSTIC NESSAGES 

MESSAGE SEVERITY 
NUNBBR CODE 

ASMG069 VALUE OF EXPRESSION 2 OF SUBSTRING TOO LARGE. 

It PARM=NOEXTEN, then the value of expression 2 of the 
substring notation WaS greater than 8. If PARM=EXTEN, 
then the value o~ expression 2 of the substring no1ation 
was greater than 255. 

ASMG070 FLOATING POINT CHARACTERISTIC OUT OF RANGE. 12 

Bxponen t too large 10r length of defining field, 
exponent mod11ier has caused loss of all significant 
digits. 

ASMG071 ILLEGAL OCCURRENCE OF LCL, GBL, OR ACTR STATEMENT 

LCL, GBL, or ACTR statement is not in proper place in 
the program. This diagnostic cannot occur under EXTEN. 

ASMG072 ILLEGAL RANGE ON ISEQ STATliNENT. 4 

One or more columns to be sequence checked are bet_ee" 
the 'begin' and the 'end' colu.ns of the statement. 

ASMG07J ILLEGAL NAME FIELD. 

Either a state.ent requires a na.e and the name field is 
blank or a s.a.e.ent has a name whIch should be blank. 

AS)(G074 ILLEGAL STATEMENT IN COpy CODE OR SYSTEM JlACRO. 8 

A state.e.. t brought In by a COpy s.ate.ent is END, (CTL, 
ISEQ, IIlACRO, IIBND, OPSYN or COPY. Under the EXTBN 
option, nello and JlBND are valid If not aLready within a 
Macro definition, COpy is valid within COpy up to five 
..estlng levels and EHD Is valid 1~ not within a Macro 
Definition. A model state.ent In a library Maero 
definition Is END, ICTL, ISEQ, OPSYN or PR[NT (PRINT is 
OK l~ EXTEN option). 

ASMG075 ILLEG.AL STATEMBNT OUTSIDE OF A 'lfACRO DEFINITION. 

Statement allowed only In a .acro defInItion encountered 
in open code, e.g_, .* comment or NNOTE statement. 

ASMG076 SEQUENCE EHROR. 12 

Sequence error discovered in the input stream by the 
sequence checkin~ mechanism inltl&ted by an (SEQ 
instruction. 
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ASMG DI AGNOST Ie MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVER ITY 
CODE 

ASMG077 ILLEGAL CONTINUATION CARD. 8 

EIther there are too Nany continuation cards, or there 
are non-blanks between the begin and continue colu~ns on 
the continuation card, or a card not intended as 
continuation was tre~ted as such because o~ punch in 
continue column of preceeding card. 

ASMG07R FOLLOWING E.RRORS OCCURED WHILE EDITI.NG LIBRARY MACROS. 0 

Any error messages which 10LIow this one were Renerated 
while processing the Library macros used by the pro~ram. 
Comment cards are generated following the END statement 
telling whIch library macros had the errors If FULLL1ST 
was not specified. The statement(s) in error tollow as 
generated statements without columns 73-80. Recommended 
action to determine the statement which is in error -
1) Place the erroneous macro definitions in front of 

the prograa as program.er macros, or 
2) Concatenate the erroneous SYSLIB members on the 

~ront of SYSIN, maklnA the. look like programmer 
.acros, or 

3) Under EXTEN, COpy the NACRO definition in front 01' 

the open code program, or 
4) Specify FULLLIST in the EXEC card PARM fie ld. 

ASMG079 ILLEGAL STATEMENT IN MACRO DEFINITION. 

This operation is not allowed within a macro definition. 

ASNGO~O ILLEGA.L START CARD. 8 

Statements af1ecting or depending 
counter have been encountered before 

upon the location 
a START statement. 

AS"G081 ILLEGAL FORMAT IN GEL O~ LCL STATEMENTS. R 

An operand is not a variable symbol. 

ASMG082 ILLbGAL DIMENSICN 
STATBMENT. 

SPECIFICATION IN GBL OR LCL 

Dimension is other than I to 2500; 1 to 9999 if EXTEN. 

AS~G083 SET STATENENT NAME FIELD NOT A VARIABLE SYNBOL. R 

Sel1-explanatory. 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUYBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASIIG084 ILLEGAL OPERAND FIELD FORMAT. 8 

Syntax lnve. lId, e."., AlP sta tement ope rand does not 
start with a lert parenthesis; operand of AGO is not a 
sequence sYMbol; operand o~ PUNCH, TITLE, NNOTE not 
enclosed in quotes. 

ASIIG085 INVALID SYNTAX IN EXPRESSION. 

Invalid deli.. iter ,too many te rDls in expression, too 
many levels or parentheses, two operators in successIon, 
two terms in succession, or Illegal character. 

ASMG086 ILLEGAL USAGE OF SYSTEM VARIABLE SYMBOL. 

A system variable symbol appears in 
set statement, is declared in a GBL 
Is an unsubscrIpted ~SYSLIST in a 
N'SSYSLIST. 

the name 11eld 01 a 
or LCL statement, or 
context other than 

ASNG087 NO EN.DING APOSTROPHE. 8 

There is an 
statement. 

unpaired apostrophe or ampersand in the 

ASMG088 UNDEFINED OPERATION CODE. 12 

Symbol in operation code field does not correspond to a 
valid machine or assembler operation code or to any 
operation code in a macro prototype statement. It the 
statement is OPSYN, the operand entry is not a defJned 
machine or extended operation code, or the operand entry 
is oaltted and the name entry is not a de~ined machine 
or e,xtended operation code. May be due to incorrect 
INSTSBT= parameter on EXEC card. 

ASMG089 INVALID ATTIHBUTE NOTATION. 8 

SyntAX error inside a ..aero definition, 
argument of the a.ttribute reference is not 
paraae'te 1'. 

e.g., the 
a symbolic 

ASVG090 INVALID SUBSCRIPT. 

Syntax errol', e.g., double 8ubscr.ipt where sin~te 

subscript is required or "ic e versa; not ri~ht 

parenthesis after Bubscr.ipt. 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

~SMG091 INVALID SELF-DEFINING TERM. 

Value is too larae or 
type, e.g., severity 
than 255. 

is 
code 

inconsisten~ with the data 
of MNOTE statement greater 

ASMG092 INVALID FORMAT POR VARIABLE SYMBOL. 

The ~lrst character after the ampersand is not 
alphabetic, or the variable symhol contains more than R 
characters, or tal1u.re to use double ampersand in TITLE 
card or character selt-defining term. 

ASMG093 UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS OR EXCESSIVE LEFT PARENTHESES. R 

Bnd ot state.ent or card encountered hefore 
parenthesis levels are satisfied. May be caused 
e.bedded blank or otber unexpected ter.lnator, 
~allure to have a punch in continuatIon column. 

all 
by 
or 

ASMG094 INVALID OR ILLEGAL 
STATEMENT. 

NAlI.E OR OPERATION IN P ROTO'IYPE 12 

Name not blank or variable sy.bol, or variable sy.bol In 
oa.e tield is subscripted, or vlolat ion of rules fo.r 
forming a variable symbol, or statement :followIng 
'NACRO' is not a valid prototype statement. 

ASMG095 ENTRY TABLE OVERFLOW. 8 

operands, 
ENT.RY symbols, 

exceeds 100. 
I .B. , ENTRY Instruction 

ASNG096 MACRO INSTRUCTION OR PROTOTYPE 
CHARACTERS IN LENGTH. 

OPERAND EXCEEDS 255 12 

Sel~explaoatory. 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC ~ESSAGES 

MESSAGE SEVERITY 
NUMBER CODE 

ASMG097 INVALID FORMAT IN WAC~O INSTRUCTION OPENANU DR 12 
PROTOTYPE PARANHTEN. 

This messaMe can bp causp.rl by - 
1. 	 Ilteaat '='. 
2. 	 A single'S' appears somewhere in the standard value 

assigned to a prototype keyworrl parameter. 
J. 	 First character o~ a prototype parameter is not ·st. 
4. 	 Prototype parameter is a subscripted variable symbol. 
5. 	 Invalid use or alternate format in prototype statement, 

e.g., 
10 16 72 
PROTO &A,ER, 

or 
PROTO &A,SB,~C x 

6. 	 Unintelliaible prototype paramet er, IF;A*' or 
'SA&&' • 

7. 	 Illegal (non-assembler) character appears in prototype 
parameter or macro-instruction operand. 

AS~G098 EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF OPERANDS OR PARAMETERS. 	 12 

Either the prototype has more than 200 parameters or the 
macro instruction has more than 200 operands. 

ASMG099 POSITIONAL MACRO INSTRUCTION OPERAND, PROTOTYPE 12 
PARAMETE R OR EXTRA COMMA FOLLOWS KEYWORD. 

Self-explanatory. This diagnostic cannot occur under 
EXTEN. 

ASMGIOO STATEMENT COMPLEXITY EXCEEDED. 	 8 

Vore tban 32 operands in a DC, OS, DXD, or lite ra I DC, 
or more than 50 terms in a statement. 

ASWGIO 1 60.D ON SY SI N. 	 12 

"nrl 	o.f dat a encoun te red in i npu t stream be "fore END card. 

ASMG 102 INVALID OR ILLEGAL IC~L. 	 16 

The operands of ~he ICTL dre out of range, or the ICTL 
is not the rlrst statement in the input deck. The 
asseabty 1s terminated and further input is ignored. 

ASMGI03 ILLEGAL NAME IN OPERANd FIELD OF COpy CARD. 	 12 

Syntax error, e.g., sy_bol has more than R characters or 
bas an illegal character. 
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ASMG DIAGNOST1C ~ESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVEYHTY 
CODE 

ASMGI04 COPY CODE NOT POUND. 12 

The operand 
which cannot 

o~ 

be 
a copy 

10und In 
statement speciried copy 
the library. 

text 

ASMGI05 EOD ON SYSTEM NACRO LIBRARY. 12 

End of 
card. 

data encountered on library member be~ore MEND 

ASMGI06 NOT NAME OP DSECT O~ DXD. 8 

Referenced 
not. 

syabol expected to be DSECT name, but it is 

ASWGI07 INVALID OPERAND. 8 

Invalid sy ntax in DC operand, e. g., invalid hexadec i mal 
character in hexadecimal DC; operand string too long ~or 
X, B, C, DC's; operand unrecognizahle, contains invalid 
value, or incorrectly specified. 

ASMGI08 INVALID EQU ARGUMENT. 8 

Under EXTEN the second operand defines the length of the 
symbol In the name field and operand three defines its 
type. Operand two is not in the range 0-65535 or 
operand is not a sel~-defining ter. in the range 0-255. 

ASMGt09 PRECISION LOST. 8 

Sel~-explanatory. 

ASNGII0 EXPRESSION VALUE TOO LARGE. 8 

Value 01 expression greater than -16777216 to +1677215. 
ExpressIons in EOU and ORG statements are flagged if (1) 
they inclUde teras p.revlously defined as negative 
~alues, or (2) poslti~e terms give a result of more than 
three bytes in maanitude. The error indication may be 
erroneous due to (1) the treatment of negative values as 
three-byte positive vatues, or (2) the effect of largp 
positIve values on the Location counter if a control 
section beains with a START stateaent having an operand 
greater than zero, or a control section is dIvided into 
subsect Ions. 
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ASMG DI.AG HOST [CitiES S AG ES 

MESS.AGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASNGll! INVALID PRINT, PUSH OR POP OPERAND. 

The operands of PRINT w~re no~ ON, OF~, GEN, NOGEN, 
DATA, NODATA 01" the PRINT operands conflict wIth one 
another. The operands of PUSH/POP were not PRINT or 
USING. Duplicate PUSO/POP operands arp valid as each 
occurrence bumps the push down stack by one level. 

ASIlG112 INVALID PUSfl/POP REQUEST. 8 

A PUSH request requires more than 5 levels of stacking 
for • PRINT 01" USING request. A POP request for PRINT 
or USI NG was not preceeded by a co rre8pond ing PUSH. 

ASNG1l4 INSUFFICIENT ~EMORY FOR USING MAP. 4 

The UMAP 
register 
bytes per 
satateaen t. 

op~ion requires sixteen bytes of storage per 
specified In a USING statement plus sixteen 

reeis.er reinstated with a POP USING 

ASMG115 UPDATE CONDITION CODE EXCEEUED. variable 

The UPCOND= keyword parameter sets & conditIon code that 
the UPDATE op.ion tests. If the UPCOND= value Is 
exceeded the asseably, or a.ll subsequent assemblips if 
RATCH, wIll terminate at the start of macro expansion 
phase. The severity code is the UPDATE code that 
exceeded UPCOND. 

ASMG116 ILLEGAL OPSYN. 8 

An OPSYN statement may be 
instruction or another 0PSYN 

preceeded only 
state.ent. 

by an ICTL 

ASNC200 UNABLE TO OPEN (DDNAME). CHECK CONTROL CARD. 

The a.sse.tller cou ld not open one of' the files. Check 
that the DD card Is present. The message is typed for 
SYSPRINT, un~ess SYSTERM 19 open, and is printed for 
others. For SYSPUNCH, SYSLIN, SYSTERM or SYSUP ASMG204 
Is also printed. 
If SYSPUNCH, then HODECK option Is assumed. 4 
If SYSTERM, then NOTERM is assumed. 4 
If SYSUP, then NOUPDATE is assumed. 16 
If SYSLIN (SYSGO), then NOLOAD option is assumed. 16 
For al t ot hers assembly is terminated. 20 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASMG201 ILLEGAL BLKSIZE ON (DDNAME). 4 

Either the DD card or the data set l~bel had a 
that was not allowed. The assembler ignores the 
blocksize. Message ASVG203 is also prin~ed. 

blkslze 
invalid 

ASNG202 UNPROCESSED (SYSIN DDNA!IIE) 
RECORDS EXIST. 

AND/OR ( SYSUP DDNANE) o 

Under the UPDATE option there were records in ~he SYSIN 
data set and/or the SYSUP data set that were not read by 
either the asse.bler or the user's program jf EXECUTE. 
IL the update log is not present check SYSUP for 
incorrect sequencin~. This message canno~ occur in 
BATCH mode. 

ASMG203 ILLEGAL DCB OPERANDS. SEE FIRST PAGE. 4 

One or 
01 "the 

more ASKG201 
ass embly. 

messages were printed at the start 

ASMG204 UNOPENABLE DATA SETS. SEE FIRST PAGE. 4 or 16 

One or .ore ASMG200 messages were 
assembly. Severity code depends 
could not be opened. See ASMG200. 

printed at start o~ 
on whIch data sets 

ASMG205 UNPROCCESSED (STSIN DDNAME) RECORDS EXIST. o 

There were cards in the SYSIN data set that were not 
read by either the assembler or the user's program if 
executed. This message canno~ occur in BATCH mode. 

ASVG206 NNNNN 1/0 ERRORS ON ( SYSPRINT DDNAME). 4 

The operating system 
NNNNN 1:1.es. 

entered the SYSPRINT SYNAD routine 

ASMG207 NNNNN I/O ERRORS ON (SYSPUNCH DDNAlfE). 4 

The operatlnti systea 
NNNNN ti.es. 

entered the SYSPUNCH SYNAD routine 

ASlllG20R t(ORE THAN NNNNN ~AC.roS IN L I Ii RA RY. o 

There were too many 
action Is required 
NNNNN = 1000 is the 

Eacros in the 
unless ASMG209 
defauLt. 

SYSLIB data sets. No 
1'ollow8 iamedlately. 
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ASMG DI AGNOST Ie I'4ESSAGES 

MBSSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASMG209 NNNNN LIBRARY FINDS DONE TO COMPLETE ASSEMBLY. o 

This messa~e is a per~ormance dia~no~tlc. 
routine was used NNNNN times to search ~or 
In the inc ore macro table. 

The CS FIND 
a macro not 

ASMG255 ERROR IN fARM FIELD. 

An unrecognizable op~Ion nam~ or a numeric quantity out 
o~ range was found In th~ PARM field on the EXEC card. 
Processln& of the PAR~ field Is terminated when the 
~irst error Is encountered. MessaMe AS~G055 is also 
printed. 

ASNGJOO FEATURES INCOMPATIBLE WITH EXECUTE CPTION USED. o 

Use was 
:features 
DSECTS. 

aade of one of 
DXD'S, CXD'S, 

Program loading Is 

the following unsupported 
Q-TYPF constants, or named 

terminated immediately. 

ASMGJO 2 INSUFFICIENT ItEMO.IiY TO LOAD AltoVE CSECT. 20 

The comb I.ned memory requl remen ts of those CSRCTS whose 
names have been printed in the load map exceed the 
amount o~ available memory. Either Hlakemore memory 
available or reduce the sIze of the executed program or 
decrease the blksize of some QSAM data sets. 

ASWG303 UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE. ( NAltE) o 

The symbol printed was named In an EXTRN statement or a 
V-TYPE address constant and there is no corresponding 
entry statement in the program. The printing of load 
map ceases, but .ESD processing is continued to determine 
If there are other unresolved external references. 
Execution Is inhIbIted. 

ASMG304 EXECUTION ERROR. o 

A pro8ram interrupt occured 
user's p.rograa. T bis message 
the PSW, &eneral and floating 
..emory. 

during execution of the 
is followed by a dump of 
registers, and the user's 

ASMG305 EXCESSIVE EXECUTION 
nnnn.nnn SHC. 

TIME. TIME ALLOWED WAS o 

Execution 
~ro. the 
pro duct"d. 

is terminated. The 
EXTIME= para.eter. 

time allowed figure comes 
A dump as in ASYG304 Is 
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ASVG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE SEVER ITY 
NUMBER CODE 

ASMGJ06 INSUFPICIENT MEMORY POR USE OF EXECUfE OPTION 20 
WITH ANY PROGRAM. 

Phase rEX was unable to obtain bOOO bytes for its 
initial work area. Either increase available memory or 
decrease blksize o~ some QSAM rlata sets. 

ASMGJ07 OBJECT PILE IUSSING OR INCOMPLETE. EXECUTION DELETEO. o 

End-01-file was found on the obJect deck utIlity before 
the object deck end card. 

ASMG30.Q END OP FILE ON INPUT DCB. JOB TERMINATEO. o 

User did not alter the SYSIN DCB EODAD exit but 
attempted to read the 1* or $JOB card from SYSIN. 

ASNGl20 8LANK (SYSIN DDNANR) SEQUENCE FIELD. 12 

A record with a blank sequence number was found on the 
SYSIN data set. Under UPDATE all SYSIN records must be 
sequenced. The record is ignored. 

ASVGJ21 B.LANK (SYSUP DDNAME) SEQUENCE FIELD. 12 

A record with a hlank sequence number was found on the 
SYSUP data set. All records, except.1 control cards 
must be sequenced. The record is ignored. 

ASNG323 INSERTION. o 

A record 1rom SYSUP is being inserted in the SYSIN card 
stream. This .essa~e is not listed under NOUPLIST. 

ASMG324 TO BE REPLACED. o 

This SYSIN record is being replaced by a SYSUP record 
with the same sequence number. This messa@e is not 
listed under NOUPLIST. 

ASMG325 REPLACEMENT. o 

This SYSUP record is replacing the SYSIN record listed 
in the preceedln@ messdge. This message is not listed 
under NOUPLIST. 

ASMG326 DELETION. o 

Thl s record on SYSIN is being deleted because of a./ 

DELETE card. This messdge is not listed under NOUPLIST. 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MESSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASMG327 NO RECORDS IN RANGE. 16 

This 
data 

./DELETE 
set. 

co....and shown had no effect on the SYSIN 

ASMG32R XXXXXXXX TO XXXXXXXX MISMATCH. 16 

The range of a .1 DBLBTE 
range deleted on SVSIN. 
shown in the message. 

card did not exactly match the 
The range actually deleted is 

ASKG329 XXXXXXI RECORDS DELETED. o 

This messaQe tells how many 
SYSIN by a ./ DELETE card on 
listed if NOUPLIST. 

records were deleted from 
SYSUP. This message is not 

ASNG330 FLUSBING. 4 

The same error has occurred two 
This message indicates a file 
process Ina canresuae. 

or 
is 

more times In 
being flushed 

a row. 
until 

ASMG331 (SYSUP DDNANE) SEQUENCE ERROR. 12 

A sequence 
Is bla.ed. 

error 
This 

has been 
record is 

detected on output and SYSUP 
not passed to the assembler. 

ASMG332 (SYS IN D.DNAlIE) SEQUENCE ERROR. 12 

Records have been 
from SYSIN. This 

found to be out of 
record is ignored. 

sequence upon input 

ASMG334 INVA.LID DE.LETE OPERANDS. 16 

A ./ DELETE card has 
parameters. Both SEQ 1= 
This co••and is ignored. 

been found 
and SEQ2= mus t 

with 
be 

improper 
specified. 

ASWG335 ~BQl IS GREATER THAN SEQ2. 16 

A ./ DELETE 
paraaeters. 

card with 
This command 

improper sequence 
1s ignored. 

numbers as 

ASMGl36 CONTROL CARD NOT SUPPOR~HD. 8 

A ./ con~rol card other 
This command wIll be 
1isted if NOUPLIST. 

than DELtiTH was found on SYSUP. 
ignored. This message is not 
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ASNG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 

MBSSAGE 
NUMBER 

SEVERITY 
CODE 

ASNG337 CONTROL CARD NOT RECOGNIZED. 16 

A ./ controL card has been found 
not recognized by IFHUPDTE. 
ignored. 

with 
This 

a com.and that 
record .wl11 

Is 
be 

ASNG3l8 CONTINUED CONTROL CARD. o 

This card is taken to 
previous ./ control card. 
NOUPLIST. 

be the continuation of the 
This message is not listed i~ 

ASKG339 ./ENDUP CARD ON (SYSUP DDNAYE). 4 

A ./ ENDUP 
treated as 
absent the 
processin". 

card has 
the end o~ 
real end 

been found on 
file marker. 

o~ file mark 

SYSUP and it is 
(f a.1 ENDUP Is 
terminates SYSUP 

ASMG340 UNPROCESSED (SYSUP DDNAME) RECORDS. 12 

There were cards in the SYSUP data set following a.1 
SNDUP card. These cards have been l~nored. The record 
acco.panylng this message Is the first record after the 
./ ENDUP. 

ASMG341 none o 

This SYSIN 
the UPDATE 

record 
option. 

is being passed to the asee.b1er 
Lieted only under FULLUPLIST. 

by 

ASMG342 SYSUP NUMBERING RECORD. 4 

A ./ NUMBER card has been processed In SYSUP. 

ASMGJ43 COMMENT CONTROL CARD. 4 

A ./ COM6IENT 
an extension 

card has been processed 
to the standard IEBUPDTE 

In SYSUP. This 
function lIst. 

is 

ASMG501A ED iT-FORMAT RECORD INVA 1I D OR > 80 
DDNAME = XXXXXXXX. 

CHARS, 20 

A WTLBUR format input file contains invalid data that 
cannot be processed by t he Ass emb 1e r. This diagnost ic 
can only occur with an Initial progra. name of ASMGWYL. 
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Asue; DIAGNOSTIC '4ESSAGES 

MESSAGE SEVE~[TY 

NUMBER CODE 

ASMG502A V-PORMAT INPUT, DDNAME = XXXXXXXX. 20 

An input file is beln@ processed with RECPM other than 
'F' or 'u' whan the initi4l program name of ASMGWYL was 
speci:fied. 

ASMG503A BLOCK EXCEEDS DECLARED HLKSIZE, DDNAME = XXXXXXXX. 20 

A ~YLBUR format input file is being processed and the 
buffer space required to unsqulsh a block is not 
available. Specify a larger BLKSIZE= for the first tile 
in the concatenation. 

ASKG9R91 INSUFFICIENT NE.MORY peR PHASE FJ I>lCTIONARIES. 20 

The storaQe requirements of the generation time 
dictionaries exceeded available memory. EIther Increase 
available memory, decrease data set blksizes, or 
decrease UTBUFF= parameter. 

&SMG9901 INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO HUFPER UTILITIES. .20 

The buffer ina routine found that It was unable to keep 
even one record from each buffered utility in memory. 
Either increase available memory, decrease data set 
b lksizes, or decrease UTBUFF= paramete r. This error may 
also occur instead of ASMG989 1 in an infinitely 
recursive macro sequence. 

ASMG9921 INSUFFICIENT DICTIONA~Y SPACE FOR PHASE F2. 20 

The glObal dictionary plus the lar~est local dictionary 
requIred more me.ory that wa.s available. Either 
increase available memory, decrease data set blksizes, 
or decrease UTBUFF= parameter. 

ASMG99:n INSUFPICIENT .. ENORY POR PHASE F2 I/O BUFFKRS. 20 

There was not enough memory available to allocate I/O 
buf~ers. Either increase available memory, decrease 
data set blksizes, or decrease the UTBUFP= parameter. 

ASNG994 l I NSUFF.IC lENT IUBIORY TO PROCESS RLD. 20 

Sorting the RLD required more memory than was available. 
Hither increase avaIlable me.ory or decrease UTBUFF= 
parameter. 
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ASMG DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 


MESSAGE SEVERITY 
NUMBER CODE 

ASWG9951 INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO P~OCESS XREF. 20 

Building the XRE~ table required more memory than was 
available. EIther increase available lIIemory or decrease 
UTBUFF= parameter. 

ASMG9961 INSUFFICIENT NEIliORY TO PJWCHSS SYMBOL TABLE. 20 

I/O buffers, hash table, LAT/LHT, ESO, and symbol tablp 
required more lIIe_ory, than was available. Either 
increase avaIlable memory, decrease data set hlksizes, 
or decrease UTBUFF= parameter. Use of the XREF and LREF 
options increase the size o~ the SYlllbol table. 

ASYG99QI INSUFFICIENT ~HMORY TO SATISFY MINIMUM SPACE 20 
REQUIRENENTS. 

I~ SPACE=NAX specified, less than 127J6 hytes available. 
If SPACE=nnn specified, less than nnn bytes available. 
If SPACE=MAX-nnn specified, less than 12736+nnn hytes 
available. 
Reduce QSAM blocking/buffering It possihle, or increase 
partition or region size. 

ASMG999A ASSEMBLY TERMINATED. I/O ERROR. SYNAOAF INFO='text ' 20 

The operating system entered the SYNAD exit 01 one of 
the assembler's DCBs other than SYSPRINT or SYSPUNCH. 
'text' is the text produced by the SYNADAF macro except 
that the Jobna.e and stepname are omitted. This message 
Is both typed and printed. 
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APPENOIX B 

ASMG INSTRUCTION SEIS 

NOTE -- All of the Ins~ruction sets have all of the Assembler 
mnemonics except instruction set 00 whlch does not have PUSH 
or POP and instruction set 09 which does not have CXD, OXD, 
OPSYN, PUSH or POP. 
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PART I M.ACHINE NriENON I. C CO DES 

liNEN 
CODE INSTRUCTION 

HEX 
OP 

lIIACH 
TYPE OPE RAND FORMAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 
09 20 44 60 

SET 
67 70 

A ADD SA RX R 1, D2( X2, B2 ) * * * * * * 
AD 

ADR 

AE 

AER 

AXil 

AH 

ADD NORMALIZED, 
LONG 
ADD NORMALIZED, 
.LONG 
ADD NO.RMALIZED, 
SHORT 
ADD NOJ,!.MALIZED, 
SHORT 
ADD NORMALIZ.6D 
(EXTENDED) 
ADD HALF WO.RD 

6A 

2A 

7A 

3A 

36 

4A 

RX 

RR 

HI 

RR 

RR 

RX 

RI, o2( X2,B2) 

Rl,R2 

Ill, 1l2( X2 ,B2 ) 

IH, R2 

R 1, R2 

Ill,02( X2 ,82 ) 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
*' 

* * 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
*' 
*' 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

AL ADD LOGICAL 5E RX Rl, 02( X2,82) * * * * * * 
ALR AD.D LOGICAL IE RR Rl, R2 * * * * * * 
AP ADD DECIMAL FA SS Dt( Ll ,HI ),D2( L2,B2) * * * * * * 
AR ADD lA RR Rl, R2 * * * * * * * 
AU 

AUR 

AW 

AWR 

SAL 

ADD UNNORMALIZED, 
SHORT 
ADD UNKORMALIZED, 
SHORT 
ADD UNNORMALIZED, 
LONG 
ADD UNNORMAL IZED, 
LONG 
BRANCH AND LINK 

7E 

3E 

6E 

2E 

45 

RX 

RR 

IlX 

RR 

RX 

Rl ,D2( X2 ,82 ) 

Rl,R2 

R1 ,D2( X 2 ,B2 ) 

R 1, R2 

R 1 , D2( X 2 ,B2 ) 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

BALR BRANCH AND LINK 05 RIl Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
HAS BRANCH AND STORE 4D RI Rt, D2( X2,B2) * * 
BASR IlRANCH AND STORE 00 RR Rl,R2 * * 
BC 

HeR 

BRANeli ON 

COND,TION 
BRANCH ON 
CONDlT[OK 

47 

07 

RX 

.RR 

N 1 , D2( X2, B2 ) 

Nt, R2 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
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PART I ~ACHINE NMEMONIC CODES 

WHEM HEX MACH INSTRUCTION SET 
CODE INSTRUCTION OP TYPE OPERAND FORMAT 00 09 20 44 60 67 70 

BCT BRANCH eN COUNT 46 RX R1, 02( X2, B2 ) * * * '" * * 
BCTR BRANCH ON GaUNT 06 RR J.t 1, R2 * * * * * * 
BXH 

H.XLE 

C 

BRANCH ON INDEX 
HIGH 
BRAMCH ON INDEX 
LOW OR EQUAL 
COMPARE ALGEBRAIC 

86 RS 

R7RS 

59 RI 

Rl,RJ,D2(B2) 

Rl,ln,D2( B2) 

Rl,D2(X2,H2) 

* 
* 
:0< 

* 
* 
* 

* 
:0< 

* 

* 
* 

* 

:0< 

* 

* 

* 
'" 

* 
CD CONPARB,LONG 69 RX Rl,02(X2,B2) * * * * * * 
CDR COMPARE,LONG 29 RR Rl,R2 :0< * * * * * 
CDS 

CE 

COMPARE DOUBLE 
AND SWAP 
COMPARE,SHORT 

AD 

79 

RSKI, R,J , D 2{ B2 ) 

HI Rl,U2(X2,B2) 

* 
* * * * * 

* 
* 

CER CONPARE,SHORT 39 RR Rl,};'2 * * * * * * 
CH COMPARE HALF WORD 49 ~y Rl,D2(X2,B2) 

:0< * * * * * * 
CHPM 

cia 

CHANGE PRIORITY 
MASK 
CONTROL 1/0 

B3 

98 

SID1( HI), 12 

SI o1(Bl),OF * 
* 

CL COMPARE LOGICAL 55 HX Rt,D2(X2,B2) * * * * * * 
CLC COMPARE LOGICAL D5 SS Ol( L,Bl ),D2( A2) * * * * * * 
CLCL 

CLI 

COMPA.RE 
LONG 
COMPARE 

LOGICAL 

LOGICAL 

OF 

95 

RR 

SI 

Rl,R2 

Dl(Bl),12 

* 
* * * * * * 

'" 
* 

CLM. 

CLK 

COM-PARE LOGICA L 
UNUER MASK 
COMPARE LOGICAL 

BD 

15 

RS 

RR 

Rl,MJ,D2(H2) 

Rl,R2 

* 
* * * * * 

* 
* 

CLRIO CLEAR I/O 9DOl s 02( B2) * * 
CP COMPARE DECIMAL F9 S8 ot( Ll,Bl),D~L2,B2) * * * * * * 
CR COMPARE ALGEBRAIC 19 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
CS COl.fPARh AND SWAP BA RS Rl,R3,D2(B2) * * 
cva CONVERT TO BINAHY 4F RX Rl,D2(X2,B2) :0< * * * * 
CVD CONVERT TO DECIMAL 4E RX Rl,D2(X2,B2) * * * * * 
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MNEN HEX MACH INSTRUCTION SET 
CODE INSTRUCTION OP TYPE OPE RAND PORMA 1" 00 09 20 ~4 60 67 10 

D DIVlDE 5D RX IH,D2(X2,B2) * * * * * * 
DO DIVIDE LONG 6D RX RI, o2( X2,B2) * * * * * * 
DD~ OIVIDB,LONG 2D RR RI,R2 * * * * * * 
DE OIVIDE,SHORT 7 D R X IH , 02 ( X 2 ,B2 ) * * * * * * 
DBR 01 V [DE, SHORT 3D RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
DP DIVIDE DECUUL FD SS DHLI,Bl<,D2(L2,n2) * * * * * * 
DR DIVIDE 10 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
ED EDIT DE S5 DI(L,Bl),D2(B2) * * * * * * 
EO~K EDIT AND MARK OF SS DI( L,BI),D2(B2) * * * * * 
EX EXECUTE 44 RX Rl,D2(X2,B2) * * * * * * 
HDR HALVE,LONG 24 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
HOV HALT DE VICE 9EOI 51 01, IH * * * * * * 
HER HALVB,SHORT 34 RR IH, R2 * * * * * * 
HIO HA LT I/O 9E 51 01(81) * * * * * * 
HPR HALT AND PROCEED 99 SID 1( HI) * * * * * * 
HVC tfY PERV I SO~ CAL L 83 RS ~1,J..I3,D2(H2) INSTSET=71 ONLY 

IC lNSERT CHARACTER 43 RI J..Il,D2(X2,H2) * * * * * * 
ICN INSERT CHARACTERS SF RS RI,MJ,D2(B2) * * UNilER MASK 
IPK II\SERT PSW KEY B20B S * * 
ISK INSFIJT STORAGE KEY 09 RR IH,R2 * * * * * * 
L LOAD 5R ~X Rl,D2(X2,82) * * * * * * 
LA LOAD ADDRESS 41 R X R 1 , D 2 ( X 2 ,82 ) * * * * * * 
LCDR LOAD CON.PLEMENT, 23 J..IR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 

LONG 
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PART I MACHI.NE NMEMONIC CODES 

MMEN HEX MACH INSTRUCTION SHT 
CODE I NSTIWCT ION OP TYPE OPE RAND FORMAT 00 09 20 44 60 67 70 

LCER LOAD CO MPLEMENT, 33 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * SHORT 
LC~ LOAD CONPLEMENT 13 IlR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
LCTL LOAD CONTROL B7 RS Iotl,RJ,D2(B2) * * 
LD LOAD,LONG 68 RI Ill, 02( X.2, B2 ) * * * * * * 
LDR LOAD ,LONG 28 RR RJ,R2 * * * * * * 
LE LOAD,SHORT 78 RX R1, o2e X2, B2 ) * * * * * * 
LEIl LOAD,SHORT 3R RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
LH LOAD HALF WORD 48 RX Rl, D2( X2,B2) * * * * * * * 
LII LOAD MULTIPLE 98 RS R1, R J , D2( 82 ) * * * * * * 
LWC LOAD MULTIPLE BS RS IH ,R3, D2( B2 ) * CONTROL 
LND.R LOAD NEGATIVE, 21 RR 1l1,1l2 * * * * * * 

LOHG 
LNER LOAD NEGATIVE, 31 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * SHORT 
LN.R .LOAD HEGATI VB l.l RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
LPDR LOAD POSITIVE, 20 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 

LONG 
LPER LOAD POSITIVE, 30 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 

SHORT 
LPR LOAD POSITI VE 10 IlR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
LPSW LOAD PSW 82 5.1 ole 81 ) * * * * * * 
LPSX LOA.D PSW SPECIAL B2 S.I Dl( Bl ) * 
LR LOAD 18 IiR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
LRA LOAD ~EAL ADDRESS Bl RX R 1 , D.2( X 2 , 1:12 ) * * * 
LRDIl LOA» ROUNDED 25 RR IH, R2 * * * ( EX.TENDED/LONG ) 
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PART 1 MACHINE NME'40NIC CODES 

NNEM HEX MACH INSTRUCTION SE'I 
CODE INSTRUCTION OP TYPE OPERAND PORMAT 00 09 20 44 60 67 70 

LRE~ I#OAD ROUNDED 35 RR Rl,J.l2 * * * 
(LONG/ SHORT) 

LTOR LOAD AND TEST, 22 WR JH, R2 * * * *' *' * 
LONG 

LTEW LOAD AND TEST, 32 RI< Hi, J<'2 * * * * *' * 
SHORT 

LTIl LOAD AND TEST 12 RR All, R2 *' * * * * * 
M MULTIPLY 5C RJ: R 1 , D2( X 2, B2 ) * *' * * * * 
MC MONITOR CALL AF SI Dl( 81 ), 12 * * 
MD MULTIPLY,LONG bC .RX R 1 , D2( X 2 ,B2 ) *' * * * * * 
NnR MULTIPLY,LONG 2c RR Rl,R2 *' * * *' *' * 
ME MULTI PL Y, SHORT 7C RX Rl,02( X2,a2) *' * * *' * * 
MER MULT I PL Y, SHO.RT 3C RR R 1, R2 *' * * * * * 
YH MULTIPLY HALF WORD 4C RX Rl,D2(X2,B2) *' *' *' * * :I~ 

MP MULTIPLY DECIMAL FC S8 OJ( Ll ,B1 ),( L2,B2) *' *' *' * *' * 

MR MULTIPLY Ie RR It! 1, R2 *' *' *' * * * 
YVC .MOVE CHARACTER D2 SS Ol( L,B1 ),D2(B2) *' *' * * * * 
MVCL MOVE LONG OE RR R1,R2 *' * 
MVI NOVE UlNEDIATE 92 SI Dl( 81 ),12 * * * * * * * 
MVN .MOVE NUMERICS Dl S8 o 1( L, B 1 ) , D2( B2 ) * * * * * * 
YVO !!fOVE WITH OFFSET Fl ss Dl( Ll ,Bl "D2( L2, B2) * * *' * * * 
NVZ. .M(~ VB ZONES D3 ss Dl( L,8t ),D2( 82) * * *' * * *' 
.,XO MULTIPLY 67 RX R 1 , 02( X 2 ,B2 ) * * * 

( LONG/EXTENDED) 
IUDR MULTIPL Y 27 RR Rt, R2 * * * 

(LONG/EXTENDED) 
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PART I MACHIN.E N.MENONIC CODES 

NNEM 
CODE [NST'RUCTIO~ 

HEX 
OP 

MACH 
TYPE OPE IlA NO FORNAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 

09 20 44 60 

SET 
67 70 

MXIil 

N 

MULTIPLY 
(EXTENDED) 
AND LOGICAL 

26 

54 

RR 

RX 

R 1 ,R2 

Rl, 02( X2 ,B2 ) 

* 
* * * 

* 
* * 

* 
* 

NC AND LOG [CAL D4 5S I> lC L, Ii 1 ) ,D2( 132) * * * * * 
N[ 

NR 

AND LOG lC'\.L 
I.MMEDIATE 
AND LOGICAL 

94 

14 

SI 

RR 

D1{81h12 

Rl,R2 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* * 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

0 OR .LOGICAL 56 RX R 1 ,D2( X 2 ,132 ) * * * * * * 
OC OR LOGICAL D6 SS D1( L,81 ),D2(82) * * * * * 
01 

OR 

OR LOGICAL 
INNEDI ATE 
OR LOGICAL 

96 

16 

SI 

RR 

I>l( 81), 12 

Rt,w2 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* * 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

PACK PACK P2 SS I> 1{ L 1 ,81 ), D2( L2, B2 ) * * * * * * 
PTLB PURGE TLB B20» S * * 
RDO READ DIRECT R5 51 01(81),[2 * * * * * 
RDDW READ DIRECT WORD B5 SI 01(Bl),[2 * 
iRB 

5 

RESET REPERENCE 
BIT 
SUBTRACT 

B213 

58 

S 

IlX 

D2( tl2) 

R I , 02( X2,82 ) 

* 
* * * * * 

* 
* 

SCK. SET CLOCK 8204 S D 1( HI ) * * 
SCK.C 

SD 

SDR 

SE 

SER 

SET CLOCK 
COMPARATOR 
SUBTRACT 

NORMALIZED, LONG 
SUBTRACT 
NORMALIZED,LONG 
SUBTRACT 
NORMALIZED,SHORT 
SUBTRACT 
NORMALIZED, SHORT 

B206 

6B 

2B 

71:) 

38 

S 

RX 

RR 

RX 

RR 

D2( B2 ) 

R 1 , D2( X 2,132 ) 

Ill, R2 

R 1 , 1>2{ X2, B2 ) 

RI,R2 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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PART I .MACHINB NMEMON I C CO DES 


NNE .. 
CODE INSTRUCTION 

HEX 
OP 

NACH 
TYPE OPERAND FORMAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 
09 20 44 60 

SET 
&1 70 

SH SUBTRACT HALF ~ORD 4B R~ Rl,D2(X2,B2) * * * * * * * 
SIGP SIGNALPROCHSSOR AE RS JH, RJ,D2( B2) * * 
SIO START I/O 9c SI OJ( HI ) * * * * * * 
SlOP 

SL 

START I/O PAST 
RELBASE 
SUBTRACT I.OG ICAL 

flCOI 

SP 

SI 

RX 

nl( nl ) 

R 1 , D2( X 2,82 ) 

* 
* * * 

* 
* * 

* 
* 

SLA 

SLDA 

SLDL 

SLL 

SLR 

SHIFT LEFT SINGLE 
ALGEBRAIC 
SHIFT LEFT DOUBLE 
ALGEBRAIC 
SHIFT LEPT DOUBLE 
LOGICAL 
SHIFT LEFT SINGLE 
.LOGICAL 
SUBTRACT LOGICAL 

8B 

SF 

RD 

89 

1F 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RR 

Rl,D2(R2) 

Rl,D2(B2) 

Rl,02(B2) 

Rl,D2(R2) 

Rl,R2 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

SP SUBTRACT DECIMAL FB SS DHL1,Bl),D2(L2,D2) * * * * * * 
SPKA 

SPill 

SET PSW ~EY 
FROIII ADDRESS 
SET PROGRAM MASK 

B20A 

04 

S 

Rlol 

D2( B2 ) 

IH 

* 
* * * * :0< 

* 
* 

SPS\I SET PSW 81 SI D1(Bl) * 
SPT SET CPU TIMER B208 S 02( 112 ) * * 
SPX SET PREFIX B210 S 02( B2 ) * * 
SR SUBTRACT 18 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * * 
SRA 

SRDA 

SRDL 

SRL 

SRP 

SSK 

SHIFT RIGHT S.lNGLE 
ALGEBRAIC 
SHIFT RIGHT DOUBLE 
ALGEBJ(AIC 
SHIFT RIGHT DOUBLE 
LOGICAL 
SHIFT RIGHT SINGLE 
LOGICAL 
SHIFT AND ROUND 
DECIMAL 
SET SYSTEM KEY 

8A 

8E 

Be 

R8 

FO 

08 

RS 

RS 

RS 

RS 

SS 

RR 

Rl,D2(B2) 

Rl,D2(B2) 

Rl,D2(B2) 

Rl,D2(B2) 

* 
* 

* 
* 

Dt( Lt,Bl),D~B2),I2 * 
j,! 1, R2 * 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

SSM SET SYSTEM MASK 80 51 DUBl) * * * * * * 
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PART I MACHI NE NMEMONIC conES 

NNEM 
CODE INSTRUCTION 

HEX 
OP 

MACH 
TYPE OPERAND FORMAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 
on 20 44 flO 

SET 
67 70 

ST STORE 50 RX Rl,1>2(X2,H2) * * * * * * 
STAP STORE CPU ADDRESS B212 S 02( H2 ) * * 
STC STORE CHARACTER 42 RX JH , Dl( X2, B2 ) * * * *' * * 
STCl( STORE CLOCK B205 S 01(81) * * 
STCKC 

STeM 

STCTL 

STORE CLOCK 
COMPARATO.R 
STORE CKARAC1'E lOIS 
UNDER MASK 
STORE CONTROL 

B207 

BE 

Bo 

S 

RS 

RS 

o2e H2 ) 

IH , MJ ,D2( 82 ) 

R1 , N3 ,D2( 82 ) 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

STD STORE LONG 60 lit X R1, D2( X2, B2 ) * * * * *' *' 
STE STORE SHORT 70 RX R1, D2( X2, B2 ) * * * * *' *' 
STH STORE HALF WORD 40 RX Rl,D2(X2,B2) *' * * * * *' * 
STIDe STORE CHANNEL 10 8203 S o1(Bl) * * 
STII)P STORE CPU ID 8202 S 01(Bl) * * 
STM STORE MULTIPLE 90 RS IH,R3,D2(132) * * * * * * 
STMC 

STNSM 

STuSM 

STP, 

STORE MULTI PLE 
CONTIWL 
STORE THEN AND 
SYSTEM MASK 
STORE THEN OR 

SYSTEM NASK 
STORE CPU TIME ~ 

BO 

AC 

AD 

R20B 

RS 

SI 

SI 

S 

Rl ,R3,D2C 82) 

I>1(Hl),12 

Ol(Hl),12 

B2( D2 ) 

* 
* 
* 

*' 
* 

* 
* 

STPX STORE PREF [X B211 S o2( 132 ) *' *' 
SU 

SUR 

SVC 

SUBTRACT 
UNNORMALIZED,SBORT 
SUBTRACT 
UNNO~MALIZED,snORT 

SUPE RVI SOR CALL 

7F 

3F 

OA 

RX 

RR 

RR 

Rl,D2(X2,B2) 

R 1, R2 

I 

* 
*' 
* 

*' 
*' 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
*' 
lie 

,~ 

*' 
* 

* 
* 
* 
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PART I MACHINE NM.EMONIC COOES 

WNEW 
CODE INSTRUCTION 

HEX NACH 
O.P TYPE OPERAND FORMAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 
09 20 44 60 

SET 
67 '70 

• SW 

SWR 

SXR 

TCH 

SUBTRACT 
UNNORMALIZEO,LONG 

SUBTRACT 
UNNORNAL[Z~O,LONG 

SUBTRACT NORMAL
[7. ED (EXTENDED) 

TEST CHANNEL 

6F 

21'-' 

37 

9FOO 

ilX 

loll< 

Rl< 

SI 

Rl,D2(X2,B2) 

(?i, U2 

Rl,R2 

j)1( tH ) 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

'flO TEST I/O 9000 SI rH( HI ) * * * * * * 
TIOB 

TN. 

TEST I/O AND 
BRANCH 
TEST UNDER N:ASK 

9A 

91 

SI 

SI 

Df( Bl ) ,OF 

01(Bl),12 * * 
* 

* * * * * 
T.R TRANSLATE DC 5S D 1( L, B 1 ) ,02( 82 ) * * * * * * 
TRT 

TS 

TRANSLATE AND 
TEST 
TEST AND SET 

DO 

93 

SS 

S.I 

D 1( L, B 1 ) , D2( B2 ) 

DH 81 ) 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* * 
* 
* 

UNPK UNPACK F3 SS D 1( L 1 ,B 1 ), D 2( L2, R 2 ) * * * * * * 
WRD WRITE D[RECT 84 SI J)U Bl >. [2 * * * * * 
WRDW WRITE DIRECT WORD B4 SI D1(Bl),12 * 
X RXCLUSI VB OR 5'7 RX R 1, 02( X2, B2 ) * * * * * * 
XC EXCLUSIVE OR 07 SS o l( L, 81 ) , D2 ( B 2 ) * * * * * 
XI 

XIO 

EXCLUSI VE OR 
BIMED lATE 

EXECUTE I/O 

97 

DO 

SI 

55 

D1(Bl),12 

I) 1 ( U F , B 1 ), D 2( B2 ) 

* * 
* 

* * * * 

XR EXCLUSI VE OR 17 RR Rl,R2 * * * * * * 
ZAP ZERO AND ADD F8 SS Ol( Ll ,Bl ),D2( L2,B2) * * * * * * 
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PART I I WACHINE NMEMONIC CODES 


MNEV 
CODE INSTRUCTION 

HEX 
OP 

WACK 
TYPE MASK 

OPERAND 
FO (;·MAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 
09 20 44 60 

SET 
67 70 

B 

BE 

RRANCH 
UNCONDITIONAL 
BRANCH EQUAL 

47 

47 

RX 

RX 

F D2(X2,B2) 

02(X2,B2) 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

BE.R BRANCH EQUAL 07 RR R2 * * * * * 
DH BRANCH .HIGH 47 RX 2 D2(X2,H2) * * * * * * * 
BH.R RRANCH HIGH 07 RR 2 R2 * * * * * 
BL RRANCH LOW 47 RX 4 D2(X2,B2) * * * * * * * 
BLR BRANCH LOW 07 RR 4 R2 * * * * * 
BM 

BMR 

8ME 

BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 

MINUS, 
MIXED 
MINUS, 
NIXED 
NOT EQUAL 

47 

07 

47 

ilK 

R.R 

RX 

4 

4 

'7 

D2(X2,B2) 

R2 

D2(X2,R2) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

BNER BRANe.H NOT EQU At 07 .RR 1 R2 * * * * * 
BNH BRANCH NOT HIGH 47 RX D D2(X2,B2) * * * * * * * 
8NH R B RANCH NOT H.lG H 07 RR D R2 * * * * * 
BN.L B RANCH NOT LOW 47 RX B D2( X2, B2 ) * * * * * * * 

BNL Ie B.RANCH NOT LOW 07 RR B R2 * * * * * 
BNN 

BNMR 

HNO 

BNOl( 

HNP 

BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
ERANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
B.RANCH 
BRANCR 

NOT MINUS, 
NOT MlXED 
NOT MINUS, 
NOT MIXED 
NO OVERFLOW 
NOT ONES 
NO OVERFLOW 
NOT ONES 
NOT PLUS 

47 

07 

47 

07 

47 

RX 

RR 

RX 

RR 

RX 

B 

H 

E 

E 

D 

D2(X2,B2) 

R2 

D2( X2, B2) 

R2 

D2(X2,B2) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 
* * 
* * 

* 
* 

BNPR BRANCH NOT .PLUS 07 RR D R2 * * * * * 
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PART I I MACHINE NMEMONIC CODES 

MNEM 
CODE INSTRUCTION 

HEX 
OP 

MACH 
TYPE M.ASK 

OPERAND 
PO.RMAT 00 

INSTRUCTION 
09 20 44 60 

SEY 
67 70 

• IJNZ 

BNZR 

BO 

BOR 

RP 

BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 
BRANCH 

NOT ZERO, 
NOT ZEROS 
NOT ZBRO, 
NOT ZE.ROS 
OVERFLOlt, 
ONES 
OVEIlJ-' LO w, 
ONES 
PLUS 

47 

07 

47 

07 

47 

~x 

RR 

RX 

RR 

RX 

7 

7 

1 

1 

2 

02( X2, B2 ) 

R2 

D2( X2, B2) 

R2 

D2( X2, B2 ) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

*' 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

aPR HRANCH PLUS 07 RR 2 R2 * * * * * 
BR 

az 

UZR 

NOP 

H.RANCH 
UNCONDI.TIONAL 
BRANCH ZBRO, 
BRANCH Z.BROS 
RRANCH ZERO, 
SRANCH ZEROS 
NO OPEltATION 

07 

47 

07 

47 

RR 

RX 

RR 

RX 

F 

8 

8 

0 

R2 

D2( X2, B2 ) 

R2 

D2( X2, 82 ) 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

NOPR NO OPERATION 07 RR 0 R2 * * * * * * * 
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